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ABSTRACT

A Planning Analysis of Utah Lake to Determine
its Recreational Potential
by
Robert D. Talbert, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1968

Major Professor: Prof. Malcolm G. Bishop, MLA
Depar tment : Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning

Utah Lake, located near Provo, Utah , is a lake of relatively low
recreational development.
tribute to this situation.

There are certain inherent conditions that con-

Four of them are, water level fluctuation , pollution ,

turbidity and the close proximity of other recreation sites of possible high
desirability.

This thesis explores these four problems and offers solutions

and recommendations to solve or otherwise control their effect on recreation
at Utah Lake.
The water level fluctuation will be under greater control after the
Central Utah Project completes certain alterations in the lake and its watershed.

Some fluctuation will continue but by proper desi gn of facil ities, the

effect will be minimal.
The pollution situation is much improved now that the Water Pollution
Control Act has stopped the flow of raw sewage to the lake.

X

Turbidity is caused by the wind action on the surface of this shallow
lake and may be an insoluble problem.

However, by altering the bottom

situation of the lake, the effect of this problem can be lessened.
Other recreation sites are readily available to the residents of Utah
Valley. However, Utah Lake offers some opportunities of its own that are not
found elsewhere at these nearby mountain sites.

By providing facilities to

capitalize of the lake's major attractions, namely, boating , fishing , and
hunting, the major effect of these other recreation sites on Utah Lake will be
slight.
Certain shoreline locations provide definite potential for specific
types of recreational developments. If these sites are carefully planned and
properly designed , the existing problems can be lessened and the recreational
potential at Utah Lake greatly increased.
(121 pages)

INTRODUCTION

Utah Lake, located in Utah Valley, north central Utah, is a lake of
both recreational and economic importance to the residents of the surrounding
communities and valleys.

Economically speaking, the waters of Utah Lake

provided over 30 years of commercial trout seining.

Though the profit in this

ended in 1880, the lake is still economically important in the role it plays in
water storage for irrigation and industrial uses.

Recreational facilities on the

lake are scattered and generally of poor quality.

The increasing demands for

outdoor recreation areas alone say this situation should be remedied if possible.
Because of certain lake conditions, there are problems that effect its recreational development.
l.

These problems are:

Water level fluctuation.

In 1934 the lake was essentially dry.

water level dropped to 14 feet below compromise level.

1

The

During the following

ten year period the lake averaged more than 8 feet below compromise level.
With a maximum depth of 15 .25 feet as compromise, it is easy to see the consequences from the point of view of the fisherman and the pleasure boater.
2. Water pollution. The chemical and biological condition of the
water in Utah Lake has changed considerably since the valley was settled.

The

continual inflow of chemicals and the dumping of raw sewage into the lake has

1

compromise level is set at 4489. 34 feet above sea level. All lake
levels are measured (plus or minus) as they relate to compromise level.
(Thurston, 1968)

2

continued until swimming in the lake is not recommended by the State Health
Department. Wildlife conditions in the lake have also been altered by this
problem.
Turbid condition of the lake . The shallow nature of the water ,

3.

the bottom type, and the wind action on the surface combine to produce the
turbid condition.

This muddy water has adverse effects upon boating, water

skiing , fisherman success a nd upon the reproduction , feeding and eventual
success of some of the fish species in the lake .
4.

Location of Utah Lake in relation to other recreation sites of

possible higher desirability.

This problem , though indirect , may greatly

affect the recreational potential of Utah Lake , and cannot be divorced from this
analysis.

The lake is very accessible to a majority of Utah's population, but

the Wasatch mountains are accessible to this population too.

This mountain

range provides numerous recreation sites in a forest covered, mountain
atmosphere.

This situation, alone, may dictate facilities needed on Utah Lake.

Because of its size and location, the lake provides some unique recreation opportunities of its own , which are discussed later.

With an approximate

size of 20 miles long by 6 miles wide, it is the largest fresh water natural lake
in Utah. It supports some excellent waterfowl habitat and five well-established
game fish species: channel catfish , yellow perch, walleye pike, black bullhead
and white bass . The number of people that take advantage of the available
facilities is testimony in itself of the existing potential.
The purpose of this paper is to study the four foregoing problems and
to evaluate their effect on the recreational use of Utah Lake.

The depth of

3

research will be conducted only to sufficient lengths to determine the effect
these conditions may have on the recreational potential of the lake.

From

this research, specific proposals and recommendations for use will be made.

Objectives
1.

To examine the tollowing four problems and evaluate their effect

on recreation at Utah Lake.
a.

Water level fluctuation

b. Water pollution
c.

Turbid conditions of the lake

d.

Location of Utah Lake in relation to other recreation sites
of possible higher desirability

2.

Through the evidence of objective one, provide solutions and

recommendations for recreational development of the lake.
3.

To show proper selection of proposed locations for recreational

4.

To use the Provo City Harbor area as a case study to illustrate

sites.

how the planning and development within any particular site should proceed.

HISITORY

4

IDS TORY

Utah Lake occupies a small area once covered by Lake Bonneville.
There is some disagreement about its origin, however.

One school of

thought suggests that Utah Lake is a remnant left by incomplete evaporation
of Lake Bonneville. Another school of thought is quick to say that this is not
the case.

Because of the unique association wi th the Jordan River and the

Great Salt Lake, Utah Lake is comparable to the ancient Sea of Galilee.

That

is, both Utah Lake and the Sea of Galilee have outlets named the Jordan Ri ver
and both e mpty into water bodies that have no exit to the sea. At one time,
smoke from tepees ros e ne ar the bank s of Utah Lake.

The area was fruitful

hunting ground for the Indian . The surrounding hills were full of game and
the lake supplied a habitat teeming with fish a nd waterfowl (Lewis, 1941).

Discovery
The first white man to ente r the valley and see Utah Lake was Father
Escalante , a Spanish Priest. In 1776 he was appointed to make an explora tion
of the country west of Santa Fe , New Mexico, to find a shorter route to
California (Brooks , 1960).

He entered the valley from the east , down Spanish

Fork Canyon , a t the southern end of Utah Lake . Father Escalante reported In
his journal that the Indi ans called the lake "Ti mpanogo" (Simpson , 1876) .

The

recogni zed spot of F a ther Esca lante's mee ting with the Indians was at the opening of Provo River into Utah Lake (Lewis, 194 1). His party stayed a few days

5

on the lake and then left in a southwest direction on their journey which would
eventually take them back to Sante Fe.

On this first and brief trip into what

is now the heart of Utah, Father Escalente never saw the Great Salt Lake.

He

spoke of the connection, by a narrow outlet , between Utah Lake and a large
salty lake to the north , but his information was from what the Indians told
him.

His report on conditions of Utah Lake mentioned an abundance of trout ,

geese , otters and other amphibious animals . He noted the Indians of the area
ate so many fish from the lake that they were called "fish eaters" by neighboring tribes (Simpson, 1876).
White men in this part of the country were few in those late years of
1700 and ear ly years of 1800. Reports of conditions are also scarce until the
valley was settled by Mormon pioneers in March of 1849.
pioneers arrived they literally "moved in" to Utah Valley.

When the Mormon
Because of the

severe grasshopper plague at that time, pioneer and Indian lived together in a
camp a t the mouth of Provo River, and were saved from starvation by the
plentiful supply of fish in the lake (Lewis, 1941).

Since fishing has been one of the m ajor asse ts and recreational
attractions in Utah Lake, it seems appropri ate to discuss the events leading
to the present fishing conditions . As already stated, the Indians that inhabited
the valley e njoyed an abundance of trout in the lake and this situation existed
when the pioneers first settled in the valley.

6
It was during these ear ly years of se ttle ment that commercial

seining of trout in Utah Lake began . In 1864 the a bundance of the native trout
in Utah Lake is clearly illu s trated by reports fro m a Mr. Madsen who lived
here (Arnold, 1960).

He said that at that time (1864) one haul of the 400 foot

seine produced between 35 and 37 hundr ed pounds of trout.

He also reported

that in 1872 (eight years later) the s a me hau l would net only about 500 pounds
or less . Seining of trout on Uta h Lake did continue until 1880 at which time it
became unprofitable.

According to Dr. Vas co Tanner (Arnold, 1960), only 19

Utah cutthroat trout are known to have be en ta ke n from Utah Lake between
1921 and 1936 .
Aside from the seining in Utah Lake , irrigation practices undoubtedly
took their toll on the trout production , too . During March, April and May,
irrigation streams flow into the lake.

The fry of the fish that went up these

streams to spawn was lost as the water wa s dive rted into ditches and onto the
fields.

Spawning also went on in the lake but its success was questionable.
Utah Lake trout were taken from the lake as large as 15 1/ 2 pounds

and with a length of 16 to 18 inches (Arnold , 1960).

Vasco Tanner, Professor

of Biology at Brigham Young University (Arnold , 1960), reports that there
were probably nine species native to the lake and its tributaries when the valley
was first settled by tbe pioneers.

Besides the native trout already discussed ,

they were the following: Utah sucker (catostomus ardens), small redsided
shiner (Gila balteada), Utah chub (Gila atraria), mountain whitefish (Prosopium
williamsoni) mountain sucker (Pantosteus platyrhynchus) , longnose dace

(Rhinichthys cataractae), Utah sculpin (Cott.us b:airdi semiscaber), and the letherside
chub (Snyderichthys aliciae) (Arnold , 1960). Si!llce the trout were removed , there
have been numerous attempts to establish a varie ty of game fish in the lake.
Altogether , there have been 21 fish species introduced into Utah Lake . According to Arnold (1960) only four of these were estab lished.
channel catfish, ye llow perch , and black bullhead.

These were the carp,

Since that time , the white

bass and the walleye pike have also been esta blished.

The largemouth bass

was introduced in 1890 and thereafter made an enormous increase in numbers.
In 1924 they were seined by the ton. In the winter of 1924-25, tons of largemouths were killed, victims of oxygen depletion under the ice.

Today , the

limited numbers of largemouth bass remaining are found around the spring
area, at Lincoln Beach and Saratoga, near the Spanish Fork River, and in the
Provo River.
In the late 1800's there were many attempts to provide the lake with
some game fish.

In 1890 the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries brought from the

Illinois River yellow perch, bluegill, green sunfish, black crappie and largemouth bass (Arnold, 1960).

There are no crappie in the lake today and only

an occasional bluegill of green sunfish can be found.

Great expectations were

held for the yellow perch at one time but today these fish are not very plentiful
in the lake.
Carp were accidently introduced into Utah Lake in 1889 . Cottam , in a
Ph. D. dissertation on the ecology of Utah Lake (Arnold, 1960) reported that
within a few years after their introduction , a complete change in the lake flora

8

1

occurred , particularly as pond wee d (Potamogeton filiformis) disappeared.
The channel catfish and black bullh ead have been valuable additions
to the fishing in Utah Lake . The c hannel catfish were first introduced into
Utah Lake in 1911 . Since then they have been stocked on numerous occasions
and in the last few years they have become an important game fish in Utah .
The black bullhead has been seined commercially from the lake , but since
1924 they have been considered a game fish.

The most recent additions to the lake have been the walleye pike in
1952 and the white bass in 1956.

Altogether , over two million walleye fry

have been stocked in subsequent plants from 1954 to 1956. At the introduction
of the white bass, 209 fish were planted. Since then they have made a phenomenal
increase .
Today, the dominant game species in order of abundance are: channel
catfish, yellow perch , walleye pike , black bullhead and white bass . The dominant non-game fish in order of abundance are: carp, Utah chub, Utah sucker
and rosyside sucker (Lawler, 1960). Vincent (1957) considers Utah Lake as one
of the more important natur a l fishing lakes in Utah . The angling success in Utah
Lake is undoubtedly greater today than at any time since 1924, when the bass
were so numerous.
(Vincent , 1967).

Channel catfishing is excellent during the ear ly summer

Behme (1964 , p. 38) reports the following: "Shallow and

murkey , this lake has been called the best warm-water fishery in the country . 11
He also fished for catfish in three feet of water along Bird Island . Those caught

1

Pondweed is a plant with long straplike , or grasslike leaves .

9
weighed over three pounds each . Vi ncent ( 1967) o bserved over 200 white bass
taken on hook and line in less than two hours by 41 anglers just off the mouth
of Provo River.

Table 1 (se e Appe ndi x) gives a list of the common and

scientific names of the fish found in the lake dur ing the 1959 study by Lawler.

DJESCRIPTION OF T11E AREA

10

DESCRIPTION OF THE AR EA

The climate of thi s ar ea is semi -arid with an average annual rainfall of 15 inches recorded in Provo.

Over one-half (53 percent) of the annual

rainfall occurs from January to May, inclusive . The growing season is 122
days in length and =xtends from May 24th to September 24th (Arnold, 1960).
Northwest winds prevail eight months, nor th winds three and southwest
winds one month annually.

These results were take n from the records over a

15 month period by Arnold (1960).

North winds were characteristic of most

summer months with the exception of July which was the only period when the
southwest winds prevailed.

Physical
Utah Lake lies in the western portion of Utah Valley at an elevation of
4889 feet (Figure 1).

In referring to the lake in relation to its elevation, the

term "compromise level" is used.

Compromise level was established a t

4486.95 feet above sea level in 1895 after numerous legal battles over water and
land rights in and around Utah Lake.

In 1922 it was changed to 4488. 95 feet.

Mr. Bruce Thurston (1968) quoted the level at 4489. 34 feet today .
Utah Lake is the largest fresh water natural lake in Utah.

The lake

is crescent shaped with the long axis running north and south and short axis
east and west.

The lake is approximately 120 square miles in size and roughly

20 miles long and 6 miles wide.

The total water volume of Utah Lake is

z
~

+

]
~ ~~
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approximately 500,000 acre fe e t (Arnold , 1960).

Evaporation and seepage

alone account for a loss of 300, 000 a cre feet during normal years . The U.S.
Geological Survey in 1904 e stimated that 22 percent of the total inflow that
year came from the springs in the lake. Annual inflow averages about 600, 000
acre feet .
The lake provides a bast expanse of open water and miles of shoreline .
Most of the shoreline is flat , uniform and uninteresting.

The surrounding

mountains, however , provide a scenic view from the lake . The lowest opening
of the surrounding mountains is into the Sa le Lake Valley on the north . On the
west , Lake Mountain rises 3000 feet above the lake ; on the south, west mountain
rises 2000 feet, but the Wasatch r ange on the east rises the highest and is
eli maxed by barren Mt. Timpanogos at 12, 008 feet above sea level.
The lake is unique in itself. It lies in the heart of an arid region ,
received its water from cle ar mountain streams yet it is always turbid . "Bottom
type of about ll5 percent of the lake is a mixture of calcareous clay , organic
detritus and black muck . " (Arnold , 1960 , p. 14) The remaining percent is
made up of areas of gravel , rubble , boulders, solid limestone rock and sand
(Figure 2).

The bottom is saucer shaped and conseque ntly there is very little

irregularity in depth throughout the lake.
Surface water temperatures in a study by Arnold (1960) varied from 31
F . in the winter to 86 F . in the aummer . Figure 3 gives the mean monthly surface
temperatures for Utah Lake.

Water of different temperatures does not stratify

in this shallow lake but there is a sharp drop in temperature at a depth of two
to three feet beneath the surface in the summer.

The southern portion of the
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lake is coldest regardless of the time of year and, generally , the eastern
shoreline waters are warmer than those on the western shore .
There is a fault line extending through the lake north and south, as
evidenced by the deep fissure warm springs along it (Decker and Mae, 1933).
Some of these deeper springs are located in the Skipper Bay area and around
Saratoga (Figure 2).

Springs at the northern end of the lake range from 20 to

80 feet deep and cover areas up to three acres (Tanner , 1931).

The water

temperature in the springs was reported constant below a depth of six fe et.
The spring temperatures ranged from warm springs at 111 F. to cold springs
at 54 F . A Mr . Heileman (Cameron, 1905) wrote:
There are several hot springs issuing from the
bed of the lake along its west shore line. One in particular
has been explored whi ch issues from a crater or sink 100
feet deep with a diameter of several hundred feet . The water
delivered forms an important part of the present lake supply.
A pipe lowered into the cavity caused the water to rise in the
pipe above the lake surface . This water was too hot to permit
coming in contact with the hands without seriously scalding
or burning. (Cameron, 1905 , p. 115)
The valleys east of the lake are green and fertile whereas the western
shoreline is contrasted by arid sagebrush.
alkaline for crop production.

Soils of much of the area are too

There are ionic concentrations of soluble salts

up to 4. 31 percent in the topsoil (Arnold , 1960).
The main vegetation of this region is desert scrub and has remained
unchanged for many years.

The lake shore plants and aquatic vegetation have

undergone considerable change during the same period of time.

This result

is mainly due to a changing alkali content of the soil , cultivation and irrigation
practices, drying up of some springs and the introduction of the carp.

The most
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plentiful plant around the lake is the bulrush (Scirpus spp. ).

The bulrush-

cattail-reed combination form a major part of the aquatic plants, while the
sedge-willow as sociation is most common from the high water mark landward .
There is one small island in the la ke known as Bird Island.
years there used to be pelicans co me there to nest.

For many

Today a varie ty of birds

nest there each summer; he nce its name . The island has a maximum elevation
of one foot below compromise level.
I ce usually covers the lake from Dece mber to March in depths varying
from approximately 8 to 16 inches depending on the weather conditions.

Wind

action on the lake causes the ice to break up at times , leaving ar eas of open
water.
Provo River is the only large flowing tributary to Utah Lake.

During

the early spring, it discharges between 800 and 1200 cubic feet per seco nd
(Vincent, 1967).

Both the Provo and Spanish Fork Rivers have a drainage

area of around 600 square miles but the inflow by the Spanish Fork is much
the less.

The inflow from this river is composed of silted , muddy waters from

an overgrazed and barren watershed (Arnold, 1960) .

Both the Spanish Fork

and American Fork Rivers are diverted upstream during spring runoff for
irrigation needs.

There are a number of other tributaries along the eastern

side of the lake but not a single natural inlet is found along the west shore.
Utah Lake is conveniently accessib le to the heavily populated Wasatch
Front.

The east shoreline is easily accessible from several paved roads off
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U. S. and state highways.

The west shoreline is readily accessible from State

Highway 68 which skirts the west side of the lake.
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EXISTING RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND USAGE OF UTAH LAKE

With the lake ' s vast expanse of open water , boating is one of the most
popular sports e njoyed there.

At the present time (1968) there are nine boating

facilities on the shores of Utah Lake (Figure 4).

The larges t and most heavily

used is the Provo City Harbor three miles wes t of Provo City.
Private boat clubs.
the north e nd of Utah Lake.

The private clubs that are in operation are all at
One, the Timp Marina Boat Club, is south of

American Fork and located next to the American Fork Harbor . The Timp
Marina Club is restricted to members only and has the beginning of some rather
complete facilities . At the present they have one of the nicer clubhouses on the
Jake , including several docks , ramps and a secluded harbor . They a lso have
adjacent to their harbor a grove of trees with picnic tables and playground equipment provided for their members.
Jordan Rive r outlet.

The other two private clubs are near the

One is called the El Nautica Harbor and is entered at the

Utah Power and Light Company entra nce.

The other is approximately one-half

mile east of there and is called the Sandy Beach Ma rina . The later facility
consists of a s mall A-frame building, a channel and small harbor area with a
60 foot concrete launching ramp,

Also on this site there is a large grove of

trees . The entrance s ign adverti zes sailing, picnicking and camping.
The larges t privately owned development on Utah Lake is the Saratoga
Resort and Amusement Park. Although privately owned, this park is strictly
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for public use.

It is located approximate ly one mile south of the Jordan Ri ver

outlet a t the north wes t end of the lake . There, boating facilities inc lude an
inland c hannel a nd harbor , launching s ites and a boat service area.
visiting the park with their own boats pay a la unching fee.

Boaters

The only boats

owne d and operated by Saratoga are two large outboard powered pontoon boats
th at are handled on a rental basis.
Saratoga also offers several attractions tha t bring people to this site.
They have a combination of three outdoor swimming pools (diving, sw imming
and wading) a nd one indoor pool,
and other a musement facilities.

At the present time they have 21 midway rides
These include such things as the Wild Mouse,

Go-Cart Racing , House of Horrors, Fun House, etc.

Mr. Marvin Slater,

promotion manager for Saratoga, commented that they had great hopes and
expectations for the recreational use of Uta h Lake.

At the present time they

plan to continue to expand their midway conces s ions and also to provide an
ar ea for overnight camping (Sla ter , 1968).
Public harbors . The public harbors include the American Fork Harbor
located a t the south end of 6000 Wes t Street in American Fork, the Orem Boat
Harbor located at the west e nd of 52 00 North Street in Orem , the Provo City
Harbor and the Payson Boat Har bor loca ted ne ar Lincoln Point.

Most of

these s ites , ad ministered by the local communiti e s , as well as lhe private a nd
commercial developments, charge a user fee . R ecr eational facilities at these
sites include access roads, parking areas, boat lauching r amps, boat harbors ,
jetties , docks, picnic areas and water and sanita ry facilities . Concessions
have also bee n developed at some of the public s ites .
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As already mentioned , Provo City Harbor provides the most fully
developed recreation area on the lake and represents the greatest use.

This

area was procured by Provo City, Utah and set apart for public use and enjoyment as a recreation center.

Provo City acquired approximately 330 acres

lying south of Provo River within the city limits and 100 acres lying north of
the Provo River totaling approximately 430 acres . All of the area is adjacent
to the lake below elevation 4488. 58 feet .
Because of the great expense of developing and maintaining a park of
this size, Provo City tried to give control of the area to several larger agencies.
In 1939 the National Park Service prepared a development outline for the area
and gave approval for its development. In 1941 , the hopes for the park and the
expectations of the people of the area are best illustrated by a comment by
Walter M. Lewis.
At the mouth of Provo River, is being constructed
one of the most complete recreational areas in Utah. It will
be known as the "Provo Metropolitan Park." This project
was approved by the National Park Service, to be built by
C. C. C. labor with Provo City supervising the operation.
The work has now been underway for approximately one year
and is 35 percent complete. The proposed estimate of cost
will run into the high figure of $750, 000. The Park, when
complete , will consist of an island boat harbor, an extensive
recreation area and a bathing beach. (Lewis, 1941, p. 9)
Since much of this expected development never took place, we can assume that
the occurrence at Pearl Harbor, a few months after this article was written,
was the major cause of delay.
In 1962 negotiations were initiated to have the Utah State Pa·r ks and
Recreation Commission take over the Provo Boat Harbor and develop the area
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as a state park.

In September of 1967 this transaction was finalized.

Boating popularity.
is increasing year ly.

Boating activity has been high at Utah Lake and

Boaters in the area are anxious for action on Utah Lake

in terms of more and better boating facilities.

National trends in boating tell

the story of tbis increase in demand, too.
At the beginning of the 20th century , pleasure boating was a rich man's
sport.

There were only 15, 000 recreational boats in the United States in 1904

(Briggs and Rosenthal, 1961).

The outboard motor came into being in 1921.

current boating boom began after World War II.

The

Table 2 (see Appendix) shows

the increase since tbat time.
In 1961, boating was a 2. 5 billion dollar industry . That included expenditures for boats, motors, accessories , equipment, fuel, insurance, launching,
storage, repairs and boat club memberships (Briggs and Rosenthal, 1961).
There are a number of factors that have affected the popularity of
boating in America.
Rosenthal, 1961).

a.

The following points are the most significant (Briggs a nd
Increased population.

It was estimated that 40 million

people (22 percent of the total United States population) participated in boating
in 1960.

Even if this percentage remains constant, the increase in population

alone will greatly increase the number of boaters.
that tbe percent of boaters is rising too.

b.

Besides, all indications are

Urbanization.

The rapid increase

of urbanization has resulted in an unprecedented demand for a ll types of
recreation, including pleasure boating.

c. Rising income. Rising income

has permitted larger expenditures for recreational boating.

A significant
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portion of the recreation budget has gone toward boating. d.
time.

More le isure

The e ight hour day, the 40 hour week, longer vacations , ear lier

retirement and increased mobility co mbine to make this an important factor .
e.

Easier financing.

dealer.

This factor is important to both the customer and the

Dealers are able to secure loans to provide a stock of boats during

or just before the season.
advantage.

The dealer with a display stock, has a distinct

The customer, upon selecting a boat, has no problem securing

funds to finance his purchase.

f.

Incre ased mobility.

More automobiles and

also more miles of improved highway are the reason for this effect. In 1947
there were less than 4000 boat tra ilers purchased. In 1961 ( 14 years later)
there were from 150, 000 to 200, 000 purchased. It is estimated that there will
be 1, 5 million trailers in use in 1985. All of this means easier access to water
bodies for huge numbers of boats.

g. Advanced technology.

The increased

market has brought grea t strides in boat design, materials and safety.

h.

Creation of water areas. In the past few years the available water for boating
has been greatly increased.

This has been brought about by construction

projects undertaken by the Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation ,
T. V. A. and various private organizations.
speaks for itself.

i.

Advertising. Advertising

"It has been pointed out repeatedly that enthusiasm for

recreational boating is highly contagious." (Briggs and Rosenthal, 1961 , p.
3) Figure 5 shows the recreation boats in use from 1900 to 1985.
The counties of Utah seem to be no exception to this national trend.
Table 3 (see Appendix) gives a complete breakdown by counties of the boats
in Utah from 1959 to 1967. Utah County is second only to Salt Lake County in
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Figure 5. Recreational boats in use. a

aBased on figures from the National Association of Engine and Boat
Mfgrs. and the Outboard Boating Club of America. {Briggs and Rosenthal,
1961' p . 2) .
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the number of boats registered . Table 4 (s ee Appendix) gives a breakdown, by
c ities , of boating permits issued from March through June 1966 a t the Provo
City Harbor .
To better illustr ate the use Provo City Harbor r ecie ves, T ables 5, 6 ,
and 7 (see Appendix) give a breakdown by city and state, of the people using
the area on two peak-use days in July 1966 .
Boat r aces have a ls o been he ld at Utah Lake.

In a le tter to Provo City

Corpora tion dated February 8, 1965 the Provo Boat Club requested a minimum
of two races during the year.

They wanted to retain Memorial Day for their

annu a l race a nd then hold one other date open, late in the summer , for another
race.

Fishing pressure on the lake is heavy (Andriano , 1968).

Facilities to

aid the fisherman are adequate . This is not to say that improve ments would
not be welcomed . There ar e numerous locations where tbe boat fishermen
can launch their boats . Each harbor around the lake has a jetty of rock and fill
which provides good access out into the lake for the fisherman on foot.
According to Anriano (1968), there were 140, 000 fisherman hours
on Utah La ke between June 1 and Dece mbe r 31, 1958.
we re during June, July and August.

Most of these hours

The following year (1959), between

February 1 and September 1, there were 277,000 fisherman hours on the
l ake .

Mr. Andriano indicated tha t the substantial increase over 1958 is

probably due to a better census method . It is also a little longer period.
T a ble 8 (see Appendix) shows how these fisherman hours were distributed
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over various months.

Table 9 (see Appendix) gives the fisherman success

during those many hours of angling (Andriano, 1968).

From June first to the end of

December, 1958 there were 86 , 000 game fish caught from Utah Lake . In 1959 ,
from February first to the end of August , there were 220, 000 game fish caught
(Andriano , 1968).

Once again, the 1959 census was more concise and may

account for the substantial increase of 1958.

Of the game fish caught in 1959 ,

30 percent were black bullhead , 60 percent channel catfish and the rest white
and largemouth bass.
p ike caught.

There are no figures indicating the number of walleye

Most of the walleye fishing is confined to a short period during

their spawning season. In 1958-59 the average fisherman day was 4. 94 hours.
Trash fish in the lake are changing in general population (Andriano,
1968).

These fish, considered "non-sport fish" are declining in numbers at the

present time.

The most prevalent theory is that the recent numbers of

predator fish introduced into the lake are controlling the trash varieties.
The fishing season never closes on Utah Lake.

Winter fishing through

the ice has some popularity but is mostly limited to white bass.

Hundreds of

fishermen travel to Utah Lake to fish in the spring long before the season
open s on the mounta in lakes and canyon streams.

However, the fishing

pressure at Utah Lake after the mountain areas are open is tes timony that the
lake plays a significant role in the total fishing picture, too.

Picnicking
Some of the available areas to picnic have already been discussed .
People coming to a body of water to boat and recreate in general, seem to
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picnic regardless of availab le facilities.
pi cnic area.
bani<.

Provo Harbor has by far the best

This area consists of severa l acres of lawn and shaded river

There is a lso a n additional acreage which cou ld be deve loped for

picnicking .

Swimming
Provo Harbor has the only beach of any significance on the la ke, a nd
it is of poor quality.

The fluctuation of the water level has been the major

fa ctor in preventing its development.

None of the recreational es tablish ments

on the lake have beach house facilities.

Until the pollution problem is com-

pletely solved and the Health Depar tment gives a pproval for swimming, this
lack of facilities is not serious .

Camping
There are no develope d campgrounds on the lake.

Some of the marinas

adverti ze camping a nd have areas for it but facilities are me ager.

There seems

to be some demand for ca mping ; as a lready me ntioned , Sa r a toga plans to offer
camping accommodations in the near future.

In 1965 the Provo City Boat Harbor

Committee sent a letter to the Provo City Corporation asking that they deve lop
a campground at the harbor so tha t visiting boaters could camp overnight more
conve nie ntly. It is generally agreed, however, that the demand for camping
a t Utah La ke is small.
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There are basically four waterfowl hunting areas on the lake.

These

areas are Goshen Bay, Provo Bay , Powell Slough and Saratoga. Almost all
of the shoreline in these areas is accessible to the public.

The Fish and Game

Department operates the Labaron Site in the Goshen Bay area (Figure 4).
site was acquired and developed as a public ac cess area.
access there to many acres of marshland.

This

Hunters have easy

WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATION
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WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATION

Compromise level
When speaking of water level fluctuation, the term compromise level
is often referred to.

It is therefore, appropriate to discuss this level before

proceeding.
Compromise level, 4489. 34 feet above sea level , is a point agreed upon
by botb the Salt Lake Valley water interests and the land owners around Utah
Lake.

The Salt Lake water interests are made up of five canal companies that

hold the water rights for Utah Lake and are joined together to form the Five
Associated Canals.

These canal companies obtain their water from the Jordan

River after it leaves Utah Lake.

They, prefer to have the lake high so there

will always be ample water available for their irrigation needs.
Valley interests, on the contrary , prefer the lake to be low.

The Utah

High water

indundates their marginal farm land . They are in favor of letting as much
water go down the Jordan River as possible.

This is exactly what the Salt

Lake Valley canal companies try to prevent (White, 1968).

The two interests

have, therefore, arrived at a compromise depth to satisfy them both, called
compromise level. It must be understood that compromise level is the
maximum elevation the lake is suppose to reach. It is, not maintained right
at compromise level. In fact, the lake does not reach compromise level very
often (Thurston, 1968).

The graph (Figure 6) of the lake level, prior to the

proposed diking of the lake , bears this out.
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History and nature of the problem
Unofficial records of 1862 show the highest level ever of the la ke to
be six to twelve feet above what is now compromise level.

For 20 years prior

to 1926 , Utah Lake's average annual fluctuation was 2. 7 feet.

The maximum

annual fluctuation during that period was 5. 1 feet, whereas the minimum was
1. 4 feet (Arnold , 1960).

There have been some rather complete records kept since 1921 on the
fluctuation of the lake (Figure 6).

As the graph indicates (pre-project conditions),

it was, essentially dry in 1934. At that time , the water dropped to 14 feet
below compromise level. During the following ten year period the lake never
rose above minus five feet and averaged more than eight feet below compromise
level.

With a maximum depth of 15.25 feet at compromise level, it is easy to

imagine the problems this situation could cause.
The ten year period following 1934 sounds bleak for the boater on Utah
Lake. However, with a little closer examination of the overall graph, the
picture changes somewhat.

Figure 6 (pre-project conditions) shows that for

approximately 25 years out of the 40 year period, the lake was about normal,
that is, not dropping much below 2. 5 feet below compromise . During nine
different years the water was actually above compromise leve l for some
portion of those years.
During the 10 year low, following 1934 , the lake was up to usable
depths five or six years in the summer months. So , as the fluctuation affects
recreation (especially boating), there were only three or four years, in the 40
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year pe riod shown on the graph, th at using the lake during the summer months
would have been difficult.
The last time the lake r ose above compromise level was in 19 53.

The

Five Associated Ca nals and the Utah Valley land interests have formed a commission to watch the water in Utah Lake.

They meet when necess ar y to decide

when to le t water down the Jordan River . They met in Dece mber of 19 52 and ,
because of the heavy snow build-up in the mountains , decided to open the gates
at the Jordan River outlet. On De cember 7, 1952 the gates were opened and
remained so for one year during which time there was an es timated one million
acre feet of water released . Despite these early efforts, the lake rose to 3. 28
feet above compromise leve l (White , 1968) .
One reason for the fluctu a tion is the demand placed upon the lake for
irrigation water.

There are large pumps near the Jordan River outlet tha t are

capable of drawing the water down to 9. 3 feet below compromise leve l (C en tra l
Utah Project, 1964).

Another reason for the fluctu a tion is the large amount of water lost by
evapotranspiration.

1

As already mentioned, 300, 000 acre feet evapotranspirates

away during a normal year (Arnold, 1960).
tha t runs down the Jordan River annually.
tri butes to this loss.

1

This is very nearly the same a mount
The shallow nature of the la ke con-

There are thousands of acre feet around lhe sho1·eline

E vapotranspiration is a combination of moisture lost from the water
s urface in the form of vapor due to warming a nd that given off through the pores
of leaves and other parts of plants .
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that are only a few inches deep.

This shallow water becomes very warm and

thus evaporates rapidly .

Expected fluctuation changes under
Central Utah Project
Completion of the Central Utah Project will result in certain modifications
of Utah Lake and its water sources . The degree of fluctuation is expected to be
altered by these modifications . Before proceeding it is appropriate to discuss
the nature of the Central Utah Project.
Central Utah Project.

The Central Utah Project is a water resource

development program covering central and east central Utah (Central Utah
Project Report, 1965a).
Under the general plan of project development , streams
draining the southern slope of the Uinta Mountains in the Uinta
Basin in Northeastern Utah , a segment of the Colorado River
Basin, would be intercepted and part of the water would be conveyed westerly by gravity flow through the Wasatch Mountains
to tbe Bonneville Basin, a segment of tbe Great Basin which
has no outlet to the sea. (Central Utah Project Report, 1965a,
p. 1)

The project is quite complex and of such magnitude tbat it is planned
in two parts; the initial phase , which could operate independently and the
ultimate phase.

Construction on the initial phase was authorized in April, 1956.

The initial phase of Central Utah Project has been divided into four
units for development.

These units include the Vernal, Jensen, Upalco and

Bonneville units . The first three are developments entirely within the Uinta
Basin.

The fourth, or Bonneville unit (Figure 7), is by far the largest unit

of tbe initial phase and is the unit that calls for modification of Utah Lake.
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Utah Lake modification.

The major modification of Utah Lake will

be the diking of Goshen and Provo Bays to separate them from the main body
of the lake (Central Utah Project Report , 1965a).

This will result in substantial

evapotranspiration savings to the lake since the major loss through evapotranspiration is in the shallow areas of Goshen and Provo Bays , behind the proposed
dikes.

This significant cut in the evapotranspiration loss will result in less

fluctuation in the main body of the lake.
tions are also plotted.

As Figure 6 indicates, project condi-

This graph illustrates the projected level fluctuation

after the Goshen and Provo Bays are diked off.
Another Central Utah Project e ffect on fluctuation will be the new
e nlarged upstream reservoirs (Re creational Resources of Bonneville Unit ,
1964). Additional water will be stored in these upstream reservoirs and in
dry years some of this water will be released to Utah Lake as the need arises .
When wa ter is low , more can be let down from upstream reservoirs.

When

water is high , and the Jordan River outlet cannot correct it fast enough , proposed pumps will lift the water over the dike into Goshen Bay , where it will
be left to dissipate.
With the Central Utah Project, Utah Lake would be reduced in size
and the average water depth increased.

The lake is expected to fluctuate

possibly five to six feet in any one year with a total fluctuation of 12 feet coming
only once in 10 to 20 years (Recreational Resources of Bonneville Unit , 1964).
This portion of the Bonneville unit is expected to go into operation by 1980
(Central Utah Project, 1964).
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Effects on recreation
Water level fluctuation in any lake is a matter of serious concern
when considering the recreation potential of the lake.

Most lakes and

reservoirs in the country suffer, in some extent, from this problem. The
problems caused on Utah Lake by this situation vary with the intended activity .
Boating.

The problem with fluctuation in respect to boating is the

threat of water drawdown , which can leave an installation "high and dry . "
This problem is even worse where water is shallow and the bottom drops off
very gradually as in Utah Lake. The most prevalent problem on Utah Lake
has been facilities that are not designed to cope with changing water levels. As
water levels drop, boat docks and lauching ramps become isolated from the water
by mud flats.

Robert Strong (1968) said , he could never remember the lake

being too low for boating. However, sometimes it has been necessary to push
the boats to open water or else launch them where the bottom permitted backing
the boat trailers to the water's edge .
Fishing.

Severe water drawdown on Utah Lake would have a more

devastating effect on fishing than any other recreational activity. According
to Mr. Andriano (1968), Central Utah Project data predicts that the lake level
will drop to 12 feet below compromise seven years out of 40. In addition, it
will be very close to that another four years of the 40.

One year of maximum

drawdown could destroy the fishing that took several years to establish.
In addition to the problem of fluctuation , the proposed diking of Goshen
and Provo Bays may have serious effects on the fish population, too.

The
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success of any species of fish , in a given area, is largely determined by the
presence or lack of suitable spawning grounds and adequate feeding areas.
Proof of this can be seen in the spawning habits of the channel catfish of
Utah Lake. Reproduction is greater where the water is turbid to some degree
(Lawler, 1960).

This condition is well satisfied in Utah Lake . However,

channel catfish also need seclusion and overhead cover , a condition hard to find
in utah Lake.

White bass also s eek similar areas for spawning (Vincent, 1967).

The northern half of the lake is almost entirely absent of such cover.

For that

reason most of the nesting sites are in the southern half of the lake . The most
numerous spawning sites are located off Lincoln Beach around Bird Island, and
in the area adjacent of the Knolls (Figure 8) .

These areas are prominent because

of the rock crevices and ledges located there (Lawler, 1960).
As Figure 8 illustrates these preferred spawning areas comprise
only about 5 percent of the entire lake bottom and will be mostly eliminated
from the lake proper by the proposed dikes .
These rocky areas are prime feeding grounds for all species; the area
directly around Bird Island is a prominent feeding ground for walleye and the
greatest number of walleye probably exist there (Arnold, 1960). As Figure 8
illustrates, Bird Island will be north of the proposed Goshen Bay dike but the
rest of the rocky bottom area will be mostly eliminated.

The actual construction

of the dikes will, undoubtedly, isolate many fish of these preferred species in an
area where existence will be impossible.
Hunting. Utah Lake provides some outstanding waterfowl hunting area.
The most serious threat of fluctuation to hunting is the possibility of low water
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during hunting season which would hamper the hunters.

However, this is not

considered too serious because there is always ample water to attract the birds
and the hunters are generally willing to take the necessary steps to get to
them.
The most serious problems promise to come with the construction of
the Provo and Goshen Bay dikes.

The construction of the Provo Bay dike and

the drainage of that bay for additional agriculture land will completely destroy
several thousand acres of prime waterfowl area.

The construction of the Goshen

Bay dike will seriously effect that prime waterfowl area too.

Central Utah

Project plans to use the Goshen Bay area as an overflow area to help control
the fluctuation of the main body of the lake.

This, a long with the heavy

evaporation of this shallow bay will result in severe and erratic water level
fluctuation behind the dike.
Swimming. Swimming activ ity on Utah Lake is definitely affected by
water level fluctuation.
adequate beach areas.

This has been one of the prime factors in preventing
Beach areas, like boating facilities, have been left

"high and dry" by receeding waters.
Camping.

There is very little camping activity around Utah Lake.

Very few campers travel to Utah Lake for the prime purpose of camping.
A major portion of those that do camp there are primarily for some other
activity.

Therefore, fluctuation effects camping only indirectly as it effects

the prime recreation activity of the potential camper.
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Picnicking and miscell aneous activities. As with camping , these
other recreation activitie s ar ound the lake ar e only effected indire ctly by
fluctuation.

Picnickers at the lake a r e there generally for some other

activity and not primarily for a pi cni c.
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WATER POLLUT ION

Water pollution is basically of two types , chemical and biological.
In Utah Lake , both types are prese nt.

History and present conditions
Chemical.

The water che mistry of Utah Lake has changed a great

deal since the valley was settled in 1849 (Tanner, 1931).

This change in water

content was first noticed by Cameron (1905) when he r e ported:
. . the writer's attention was called to the
great discrepancy between an unpublished analysis of
water from Utah Lake made in the la boratory of the
Bureau of Soils in 1903 and one made by Clarke twenty
years earlier. Further, ne ither of these a nalyses agree
with one of a sample of water taken from the Jordan River
at the outlet of the lake, made by the writer in 1899.
(Cameron, 1905, p. 113)
Table 10 (see Appendix) includes the r e cords Cameron was referring to in the
above statement.
Cameron concluded that the differences were due to actual changes in
the lake water itself and not from errors in s a mpling or testing. He also
reported that the greatest increase in sodium and chlorine was probably due to
the sodium in the seepage water from irrigation.

He further reported tha t the

increased total salt content of the la ke was probably due to three conditions,
seepage water from surrounding irrigated fi elds which were not under irrigation
at the time of earlier analyses, the diversion of fresh flowing streams for
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irrigation that formerly flo wed directly into the lake, and evaporation du e to
the shallow nature of the lake. In 1904 Dr. F . W. Clarke (Arnold , 1960) of
the U. S. Geologic Survey made the following remarks concerning the chemical
changes since 1884 .
Utah Lake in the 20 years intervening between the
earliest and latest analysis has undergone thorough transformation , and its salinity has more than quadrupled. From
a fresh water , of the sulfa te type, it has become distinctly
saline , and this change is probably a result of irrigation.
Its natural supplie s of wa ter have been diverted into irrigation
ditches and at the same time salts have been leached out from
the soil and washed into the lake . (Arnold , 1960 , p. 17)
In 1883, F. W. Clarke reported 306 parts per million (ppm) of dissolved
solids in Utah Lake (Table 10).

Frank K. Cameron , in 1904 reported 1353 ppm.

As stated above, Cameron, too pointed to irrigation as the main factor influencing
this increase.

Decker and Maw (1933) reported that irrigation in Utah Valley is

not the main source of pollution in the lake. According to them , facts show
that the lake has not increased in dissolved solids while irrigation has increased.
Also , the large thermal springs contain more dissolved solids than the seepage
water.

For example, they also found in the spring off Lincoln Beach the follow-

ing: a water hardness up to 1783 ppm, clacium 517 ppm , bicarbonates 623 ,
sodium 932 ppm , chlorides 1, 273 ppm and sulfates up to 1, 583 ppm.

Most all

of the springs that have been sampled show a high chemical content (Table 11 ,
see Appendix).
The entry of solids into the lake increased a great deal in the late
1800 ' s and early 1900's. Decker and Ma w (1933) concluded that a point of
equilibrium had been reached between solids entering and leaving the lake.
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Even if this equilibrium does exist ,

<tS

Decker and Maw suggest, there is s till

ample evide nce to prove that the chemistry of the water continues to c ha nge .
Talbe 12 (see Appendix) shows how the chemical conditions have changed over
the years , with chloride being the biggest factor .
There is also a mple evidence to prove a significant variability in the
water chemistry from one location in the la ke to another .

Peterson Laboratories

in Salt La ke City analy zed samples from three different loca tions in 1960.
12 (see Appendix) illustrates their analysis .

Table

The results of Table 13 (see

Appendix) a re not so surprising when it is understood that the greatest source
of chemicals e ntering the lake is from the springs issuing from various locations .
Each spring produces certain chemicals in a specific quantity differe nt from the
other springs.

Hence, the variability throughout the lake .

This is also

illustra ted in an analysis of the physical properties of the lake (Ta ble 14 , see
Appendix) by Decker and Maw (1931, p. 37).
Biological .

The biological pollution of Utah Lake has resulted mainly

from the human and animal wastes which have been a llowed to empty into the
water.

The lack of this situation before the white man's settlement of the

valley is evidenced by the fine quality of the lake water at that time.

As already

mentioned, trout and other species of wildlife that demand clean water were
prevalent then. As the population of U1e valley increased , it is logical to as sume
that the biological wastes dumped into the la ke increased proportionally.

This

situation continued and soon the people using the lake became unsatisfied with
the water quality for recreation and with the situation in general.
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Until as late as 1953 , all of the s ut rounding communities , including
Le hi, Ame rican Fork, Orem, Pro vo , Spr ingv ille, Payson and Spanish Fork ,
dumped their raw sewage in to Utah Lake (Sudwee ks, 1968).

Th ese communities

comprised an es timated population of 75 , 000 pers ons in 19 53. Also , the
industries of the area dumped wastes into Utah Lake too , either directly or
through the c ity system where they were located.

With this concentration of

sewage e ntering the lake from various locations it is not hard to imagine the
resulting problem and why recreation seemed to have little potential on the lake.
In 1953 , this situation began to be a ltered as the Water Pollution Control
Act went into effect.

This ac t prohibits the above type pollution.

Those involved

in writing the act realized that the pollution came from both city and industrial
wastes and that a logical order of attack was necessary.

The law, therefore,

states that the first efforts must be to stop the cities disposal plants from
dumping raw sewage into the lake.

As of this date (1968) all of the r e sponsible

communities have cooperated except Payson , and this community has proper
disposal facilities under construction (Sudweeks , 1968).
The second step , as defined by the ac t , was to stop the industries from
dumping their sewage and waste material untreated into the lake.
the control is now under way.

This part of

Geneva Steel is the largest industry in the area

and the pollution that it adds to the lake tod ay is nil.

The other Industries of

the area discharge their waste material into their respective city sewage
systems.

With the city disposal systems nearly 100 percent complete, the

major portion of the industry pollution proble m is now solved .
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With the e ntry of biologic al pollution a bout under control, a logical
question is how soon until the lake starts to improve? The answer is soon.
According to Calvin Sudweeks (1968), where pollution of this type enters the
lake, the solids settle out and form sludge depos its on the bottom.

Thes e

deposits are continually dissolving but usually not as rapidly as they are added
to by additional solids.

Withou t new solids entering the lake the accumulated

sludge deposits will mostly dissolve in four to five years.

This has been the case

at locations where cities have since put into operation their disposal systems .

Mr.

Sudweeks a lso stated that "the recent improvements can have nothing but great
effect on the water quality of Utah Lake. " (Sud weeks, 196 8, personal interview)
This is a fact proved by reports from the co mme rcial fisherme n who have fished
the lake for many years.

Robert Strong (1968) quoted Mr. Low, a commercial

fisherman on the lake , as saying that the water quality had improved sufficiently
to support fre sh water clams.

These clams at one time were plentiful in the

l ake but for many years have not been found there.

Now people are beginning

to find them again and Mr. Low attributes this to the improved quality of the
water.
Even with the city and industrial wastes stopped , some biological
waste is still entering the lake via its tributaries and irrigation streams .
Even this limited source of pollution should be controlled. As already
mentioned , a major portion of the agricultural runoff that now e nters the lake
will be collected in the Goshen Bay area behind the proposed dike .

For that

portion that will continue to enter the m ain body of the lake , precautions must
be taken.
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The exact condition of the water has not been determined recently .
During the summer of 1968 the Bureau of Dise ase Prevention and Emiironmental Control is going to conduct a $3 0 , 000 project on Utah Lake to determine
the water quality . This project will r un for 20 weeks and will utili ze 25 to 30
stations throughout the lake . Each station will be checked twice a week.

Changes unde r Central Uta h Project
The Central Utah Project a lter a tions of Utah Lake will have definite
effect on pollution.

The proposed dikes will improve the quality of the water

by isolating some of the heavier concentrations of salts entering the lake. At
the present time, a large portion of these salts enter from the White Lake area
which will be diked off from the main body of Utah Lake. Also, some of the
more contaminated springs, in the Lincoln Point area, will be altered so as
to not empty into the lake proper.
These alterations will greatly improve the water quality in the main
body of the lake but at the same time the build up of contamination in the Goshen
Bay area will be severe. In addition to the erratic fluctuation, which will
adversely effect all activity there, the area will receive concentrations of
pollution that will further render this area unusable.

Effects on recreation
Since the enactment of the Water Pollution Control Act in 1953, the
pollution has decreased.

Therefore , the effects on certain recreation activities

has decreased proportionally .
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Boating.

There are lit tle or no adverse effects on boating at Utah

Lake . One of the major problems no w is to overcome the reputation the lake
has received because of pollution.
Fishing.

The effects of pollu tion on fishing are minor . Those fish

that have been established ar e tolerant of the condition and have thrived in
this water.

With the pollution inflo w de creasing and with the improveme nts

under Central Utah Project, the capacity of the lake to maintain fish should
be increased.

The greater contaminati on of Goshen Bay does not e ffect fishing

at all because there will not be enough water maintained there to support fish.
Hunting. The effect of pollution on waterfowl populations will be a
problem to anticipate after the proposed dike is completed. According to
Andriano (1968), the heavy concentra tion of salts and biological solids that will
accumulate there will make the area uninhabitable for waterfowl.
Swimming.
and swimming.

There are many r amifica tions in relation to pollution

The Health Department ha s advised against swimming in the lake.

This lake cannot be used officially or advertised as a swimming area until the
water quality has improved sufficiently to have the ban lifted. Any swimming
or water skiing at the lake is done so without the sanction of the Health Department .

TURBIDITY
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TURBIDITY

Nature of the problem
The turbid (muddy) quality of the water in Utah Lake is primarily a
result of thre e factors, the muddy botto m type , the shallow water and the wind
ac tion on the surface . Arnold (1 960). reports that a n oar can easily be pushed
a foot or two into the soft muddy bottom of the lake.

Wind action on the surface

causes thi s mud to become thoroughly m ixed into the water a nd often the lake
is a foaming mass of mud . Of course, the se conditions are at their worst
when the wind is strong. When the wind is low a nd the water calm , the turbid
condition diminishes. During the wi nter , while the ice cover is on the lake,
the water complete ly clears up. According to Mr. Cottam (Arnold , 1960) the
introduction of the carp destroyed the aquatic vegetation of the lake.

The abse nce

of bottom vegetation in turn caused the condition of turbidity in the lake . Tanner
(1931) recorde d the r esults of a n exte nded s tudy a round 1930 (Table 15 , see
Appendix).

The most recent study was in 1959 by Lawler (Table 16 , see

Appendix).

Effects on recreation
There have been no studies conducted to determine the effect of muddy
water on recreation.

The most obvious effe cts are centered ar oung the general

objections to playing in muddy wa ter .
Boating.

Because of the lack of vtsibility due to the turbid condition of

the water the major problem to the boater is twofold.

Firstly, the boater will
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have difficulty avoiding obstru cti ons wh1ch '1re partially or comple tely hidden
by the muddy water . Secondly , there is a real danger to boating personnel.
When conditions are at the ir wor st it is not safe to be upon the lake because
visibility in the water is nil.

Should one by lost overboard , his rescue could

be greatly impaired by the turbid wa te r (G iles, 1968).
Fishing.

The turbid water does not bother the fisherman directly, but

indirectly it has both positive a nd neg ati ve e ffects of the fish.

Effe cts of muddy

conditions on all the fish specie s of the lake have not been determined. In
general, catfish and black bullheads thri ve in muddy water . For the walleye ,
turbidity possibly limits reproduction, but it probably enhances movement,
feeding and consequent growth (Arnold , 1960).
turbid , fisherman success may suffer.

When the water is extremely

Most of the game fish strike at moving

lures and their vision is greatly hamper ed by muddy water (Andriano , 1968).
The fish that have been introduced to the lake show tolerance for muddy conditions and therefore the problem is not s erious in terms of fishing potential
on the lake.
Swimming.

There is a real proble m in connection with swimming at

the lake because people prefer not to swim in muddy water .

The mud is not

in itself harmful to swimmers but the overall attraction for seimming is
greatly diminished.

Similar dangers exist for the swimmer th a t exist for the

water skier in respect to the Jack of visibility in the water.

PROXIMITY OF OTHER RECREATIO:
SITES OF POSSIBLE HIGHER
DESIRABILITY
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PROXIMITY OF OTHER RECREATION SITES OF
POSSIBLE HIGHER DESJRABILJTY

Nature of the pr oblem
Utah La ke is located near, but south of, the center of Utah' s
population.

The 1960 census fi gm·es locate 500 , 000 persons li vi ng with a

50 mile radius of the lake.

That many more live in Salt Lake C1ty which is

just outside the 50 mile range.

Utah County alone is listed as having 107 , 000

persons (Recreational Resources of Bonneville Unit , 1964).

It is e asy to see

by the county boundaries (Figure 9) th at almost all thes e 107 , 000 persons live
within 10 miles of the lake . We can also ass ume that the pre se nt population
figures are somewhat higher than the 1960 census.
This type of concentration near a body of water the size of Utah Lake
should normally speak for heavy deve lopment and use.
la ke would be the major recreational a ttrac tion.

In many locations this

However, to correctly analyze

the recreational potential of Utah Lake , its location in respect to the Wasatch
Mountains must be considered.
ational area.

This mountain range is a very popular recre-

The fisherman , camper , picknicker, boater , hiker and "what

ever" type of outdoorsman , can satisfy his wants there .
Within the Wasatch Mountain Range, there are numerous lakes and
recreation sites.

The mountain atmosphere is s uperb , with its coniferous-

aspen type forests , rocks and canyons with fast-moving streams.

There is a

complete contrast between this and the climate a nd atmosphere of Utah Lake.
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People a long the Wasatch Front, and elsewh ere , flo ck to these mountain sites
during the summer months . With 10 (exis llng and proposed) sk t resorts

1

close by , the mountains even have ye ar-around attr actions.
Utah boasts nine National Fore sts , none of which are too far away
from Utah County for a weekend outing. Four of these National Forests, the
Uinta, Wasatch, Manti-LaSal and Ashley are located near Utah La ke . Figures
16 , 17, 18 , and 19 provide a clear picture of the location of these four National
Forests and their relation to Utah Lake.
Aside from the common recreational facilities and opportunities in
the mountains , there ar e also areas nearby of national significance.
While each National Forest in Utah offers many
outs tanding attractions, three areas ar e e specially pointed
out for their unique characteristics . These are the Flaming
Gorge recreation area, the high Ui ntas Primitive area and
the Mt. Timpanogos Scenic area. Each area offers a unique
a nd rewarding outdoor experience. (A Guide to National
Forest Recrea tion in Utah, "no date," p. 1)
Mt. Timpanogos Scenic Area a nd Cave are located very close to Utah Lake.
Utah Valley can be viewed from the foot trail leading to Timpanogos Cave.
Each of these three outstanding outdoor attrac tions are located within the four
forests mentioned above.
Located outside National Forest land and approximately 20 miles
northeast of Utah Lake is the fa st-developing Wa s a tch Mountain State Park.
All types of outdoor recreation ar e available there.

At the present time

1
The 10 nearby ski resorts which are e ither existing or proposed
include Brighton, Alta , Mt. Empire , Park City , Snow Bas in , Little Mountain ,
Snow Bird , Gad Valley, Pe ru vian Gulch, and Four Seasons .
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(1968), there is a newly constructed 18 hole golf course there.

Future plans

include a r e sort c ity with a tramway linking the park to all the major ski
resorts of the area.

Recreational attractions of Utah Lake
The recreational potential of Utah Lake does seem limited when the
nearby mountain faciliti es are considered.

A logical question should be: in

view of the available Wasatch Mountain faci lities and their a ttractions , what
recreational facilities are needed on Utah Lake , a nd to what extent are they
needed .
Despite the nearby recreation attrac tions , there are other factors
that need examination , too.

The season of us e for the mounta in sites is short.

The season there does not begin until May, and in many places June, and never
lasts beyond October. Utah Lake , on the contrary, has a long season of use.
It a bsorbs a great deal of the recreation traffic before and after the mountain

sites are usable.

Early in February , fishing gai ns momentum and by March

the pleasure boaters a re upon the lake.

In 1966, boat harbor receipts , a t

Provo City Harbor alone, a mounted to $288. 00 during March.

The use of Utah

Lake is not heavy just during the "off season ," however ; it continues throughout
the summer.
Fishing remains a great a ttraction at Utah Lake because of the variety
of fish available, and the season of use already mentioned.
is one thing Utah fishermen , in general, do without.

A variety of spe cies

Utah La ke is one of the few

fishing spots where an a ngler can expect to find something besides a trout on the
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end of his line. Also, for the pleasure boater or the water skier, there is not
one mountain lake or reservoir in the a r ea that can offer a similar expanse of
open water.
The waterfowl habitat and resultant hunting potential is another
positive attraction for Utah La ke . The large areas of marshes and nearby
grain fields offer definite attrac tions for the migratory birds to winter there .
All of the above factors speak in favor of Utah Lake.

There is still

another factor that contributes to Utah Lake's recreational potential.

That is

the close proximity of the lake to the population of Utah County, coupled with
the good roads and quick access to the lake.

For the summer vacationer and

the weekend boater this is not too important, but for the day users it is. It
is even more important to the evening boaters. On week days, after work,
hundreds of people spend the evening boating at Uath Lake (Frederickson,
1968).

Many work-day evenings 50 boats will be launched at Provo Harbor

alone (Strong , 1968).

This heavy weekday use is due mainly to the quick and

convenient access to the lake . Within 15 minutes, most any of the people in
the area can drive from their homes to the lake.

Central Utah Project's effect
on recreation
Besides the existing facilities , the completion of the Bonneville
Unit of the Central Utah Project will bring added and enlarged recreational
areas.

Utah Lake will be influenced (recreationally) by three proposed

Bonneville Unit features.
Reservoirs (Figure 7).

These will be the Hayes, Jordanelle and Mona

The Hayes Reservoir will have limited recreational
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potential because of unfavor a ble s horeline te rrain a nd the r e s e r voir 's
ope r a tion plan. Only li mited picnicking and boa ting is planned for the re s er voir .
The Jorda nelle Re s ervoir will offe r boating, pi cnicking, ca mping and sanitary
faciliti e s , wher e as the e nlarged Mona Re se rvoir will have only limited re creational de ve lopment (Recreation al Re sour ce s of Bonneville Unit , 1964).
Utah La ke itse lf will undergo some modification unde r the Bonnev ille
Unit.

Some of the s e c hanges have already been discussed , i.e. , the change in

water leve l fluctu a tion and the improve d wa ter quality of the lake . So me people
estimate tha t the se change s will have great effec t on the recr ea tion at Ut ah La ke .
The increased average de pth and higher qu a li ty of
water s hould enhance the recrea ti ona l po te ntial of Utah La ke .
This should s timulate considerable inter est to de ve lop furthe r
shore line recreation ar eas . (Recreational Re source s of
Bonneville Unit , 1964 , p. 69)
Central Utah Proj ect planne r s believe that additiona l r ecr eational
facilities a re needed to supple ment present lake shore developme nts.

Such

developme nts would comple ment the existing recr eational ar eas and tend to
disperse the vis itor use around the lake.
The prese nt use of Utah Lake is cons er vatively estimated at 30, 000
visitor days . With provisions of additional recre ational facilities, and annual
use should increase to 70 , 000 vis itor days (Recr eational Re source s of
Bonneville Unit , 1964).

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDAT
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SOLUTIONS AND REC0l\11MENDATIONS

For Utah Lake to attain its maxi mum recreation potential , it will be
necess ary to alleviate the four problems discussed , i.e ., fluctu ation , pollution ,
turbidity and the nearby mounta in recrea tion a ttr actions . Elimination of the
problem

in most cases is the ultimate objective . However, in many situations ,

this is nei ther possible nor probable and fac ilitie s must be designed to compromise with the problem. Because of the varying solutions , each problem
will be considered independently in respect to its effect on the various recreation
activity on the lake .

Water level fluctuation
The water level fluctu ation of Utah La ke is expected to continue . The
modification of Utah Lake under the Central Utah Project will add stability to
this situation , but elimination of the problem is not probable . Therefor e, to
alleviate the e ffect of fluctu ation, recr eation facilities must be designed to
compromise with the problem to insure the successful function of the s e acti viti es.
Boating. Boating faciliti es on Utah Lake must take a spec ific form if
they are going to adequately serve the boaters. It is imperative that the s e
facilities be designed to e liminate the threat o f fluctuation . For exa mple , harbor
areas must be dredged sufficiently to prevent their being left high and dry by
receding water.

Since the maximum depth of Utah Lake is only 15 .25 feet , the
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amount of dredging necessary to lower a marina harbor to potential drawdown
extremes, would not be prohibitive.
Boat slips and docks must be of the floating type to be usable regardless of the water level.

Launch ramps may also be designed to flo at and self

adjust with changing water levels . Otherwise, launch ramps must extend far
enough into the water to permit the backing of a boat trailer to the water's edge
at all stages of the lake.

Figure 10 illustrates possible boat facility designs

to meet the problems of water level fluctuation.
Fishing.

Fishing demands few onshore facilities and therefore proper

design has little chance to supplement the fisherman in respect to fluctuation.
The most effective solutions would be for the Fish and Game Department and
the sportsmen too, to apply political pressure to establish a minimum water
drawdown level.

This level should be set to guarantee that enough water

would be maintained in the lake to insure the existance of the fish .
The construction of the proposed dikes in Utah Lake will demand tha t
certain resultant problems be satisfied. Isolated spawning grounds should be
replaced by creating new sites that will offer the protection and security
needed by the fish.

This could be accomplished by depositing rocks and timbers

in selected areas not to be isolated by the dikes.
Arnold (1960) recommended steps such as these in his general management plan for the walleye. He proposed that dikes be built parallel to and about
10 yards from shore, in certain areas, for spawning purposes . Also the dikes
should have occasional breaks to allow the fish to enter. Artificial steps ,
such as these , should be employed to provide for the fish.
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Another recommendation which would eliminate much of this problem
would be to re-design the Goshen Bay dike so that it does not destroy so much
prime fish habitat (Figure 11).
Hunting . Establishing a minimum water level for the lake will benefit
the hunters, as well as the fisherme n. This s tep would serve equally as well
to insure adequate water at a ll times for waterfowl habitation.
Since the major problems result in the eventual destruction of the prime
waterfowl area of the lake , the major solutions and recommendations must apply
to that situation.

Marshy shoreline areas of the lake proper must be set aside

and preserved for waterfowl to replace destroyed areas.

Habitat within these

areas should be improved to support a maximum number of birds.
No shoreline hunting areas are recommended in the Goshen Bay area
behind the proposed dike.

The erratic and severe fluctuation expected there

will make maintaining bird habitat difficult.
Swimming.

Proper design of beach facilities can help a lleviate the

effect of fluctuation on swimming. Beach areas must be designed to be usable
at various water levels.
bottom situations.

Sand should be provided to create desirable beach and

The swimming area should be properly dredged to limit

the amount of sand necessary at both high and low water levels.
Camping, picnicking and miscellaneous activities.

Since these activities

are not effected directly by water level fluctuation, recommendations concerning
these areas will be covered later.
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Pollution
Proper design of facili tie s has little chance to eliminate the e ffe ct of
pollution on the recreation potenti al of Utah Lake. The sources of pollution
must be removed or otherwise c ontrolled . Therefore , the recommendations
will be covered in respect to the two type s of pollution and not according to the
various types of recreational activity.
Chemical pollution.

The chemical for ms of pollution e ntering the

lake will be difficult to control s ince few studies have been conducted on this
subject.

The refore , it is recommended that more extensi ve s tudies be con-

ducted to determine the types of controls necessary.
One solution that is possible is to isolate the contaminated areas by
dikes or to pipe them away from the l ake.

The Central Utah Project is con-

sidering such measures around Lincoln Point in connection with their proposed
Goshen Bay dike . At the present time there are some heavy conce ntrations of
chemicals entering the lake from springs in the Lincoln Point area.

By proper

design and construction of the proposed dike it will be possible to isolate those
springs from the lake proper.

The contaminated inflow will then empty into the

Goshen Bay where it can accumulate, dissipate and evaporate without effe ct on
the lake proper.

To solve the problem of this build-up of pollution in the Goshen

Bay area, new locations on the l ake must be set aside and preserved for the
waterfowl to compensate for the area lost.
Biological pollution.

The biologi cal pollution of the lake is well under

control since the Water Pollution Control Act we nt into effect.

For the limited
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amount of biological pollution still entering the lake from agricultural areas
via tributaries a nd irrigation stre a ms , solutions are possible .
Farmers and livestock men mus t be encour aged to cooperate to lesse n
this problem.

Farmers should practice more complete me thods of contour

farming to slow water runoff.

Livestock fe eding yards should be arranged

to lessen the inflow of pollution to the lake. All are as where contamination
originates should be diked or terraced to stop runoff and to for ce the water
through the soil instead of over it. These e fforts will do much to reduce the
amount of contamina tion that reaches the lake.

Turbidity
As with pollution , proper design of fac ilities has little chance to
eliminate the e ffects of turbidity on recreation activity at Utah Lake. If the
recrea tionist is going to receive relief from this co ndition it must somehow be
controlled. Since turbidity effects each recreational activity in about the same
manner, the solutions and recommendations will not be discussed separately
for each.
One solution to reduce the effect of turbidity is to reverse the chain of
events which caused the condition to worsen when the carp were introduced. In
1961 Strawberry Reservoir , located east of Provo, was cleaned of rough fish
(Behme , 1964) . The same treatment should be conducted in Utah Lake to
remove the carp. After they are removed, bottom vegetation could be
reestablished , e ither naturally or by seeding. Establishing bottom type
vegetation would stabilize the bottom material and lessen the effect of the wind
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on the surface.

However, s ince the Iake is now turbid there are problem

involved.
There is a direct relationship between turbidity and the a mount of
sunlight permitted to penetrate to the lake bottom . The success of any
vegetation would be greatest where the water is shallow and the sun could
reach the bottom.
The wind action is most severe where the water is shallow.

Since

a major portion of the mud is stirred up in the shallow areas, establishing
vegetation there would have great effect on the overall turbid condition of the
lake . If this experiment proved s uccessful it might later be possible to
establish vegetation in some of the deeper areas.

Proximity of other recreation
sites of possible higher desirabili ty
The e ffect of the nearby mountain recreation sites on the recreation
potential of Utah Lake is not a problem that can be eliminated, nor should it
be.

The mountains will continue to a bsorb a major portion of the year-around

recreation traffic in Utah.

This problem was considered only to determine

its effect on the recreational potential of Utah Lake and how it might dictate
facilities that s hould be provided there.
When the positive attractions of Utah Lake are considered, along
with the nearby mountain attractions, boating , fishing and hunting prove to
be the primary attractions of the lake . The fishing and hunting areas of Utah
Lake provide opportunities not available a t the mountain sites.

However , of
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the three , boating offers by far the maj or opportunities for Utah Lake in
terms of visitors , revenue and overall r e cr eation potential.

Conversely ,

the mountains provide picnicking ca mping and various other outdoor area
situations that are not available a t Utah Lake . Therefore, the effects of
this problem can best be overcome by prov iding facilities to capitalize on
the lake's major attractions.
The boating attraction on the la ke results mainly from its accessibility,
the open water available, the long season of use and the warm water temperatures
that are conducive to water skiing.

Be cause of these favorable conditions, the

potential of the lake promises great opportunities for all types of boating, such
as power boating, sailboating , row boating , paddle boating etc.

For the boating

potential to reach its ultimate and most proficient state, these different boating
facilities should be developed at different locations a long the lake shoreline.
In this way the lake could become a more complete boating area and provide
separate facilities for each type of boating.

Likewise, each individual boating

facility, specializing in a particular type of boating, could better accommodate
the needs of that facility.
The boating potential of Utah Lake would be further enhanced by
creating areas to increase boating interest. For example , limited access
areas, such as an island constructed in U1e lake would create significant
interest to boaters by providing a secluded location to beach their boats for
picnicking , campouts, etc.
Saratoga amusement park , which is already established on the l ake,
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offers additional interest for the boater

By providing enlarged harbor

facilities , Sar atoga could become a lake port and thus invite boaters to avail
themse lves the pleasures of thi s resort by trave ling to it by boat.
Each harbor around the s horeline s hould also provide facilities to
accommodate visiting boaters from neighbori ng harbors.

This would further

encourage boaters to travel along the shore line to visit and inspect neighboring facilities and craft, thereby increasing the special interest of tbe lake.
The possibility of these special interest ideas is unlimited . Any potential
developer could add to the list to improve the boating potential of the lake .
Therefore if boating, fishing and hunting are pro vided on a primary
basis and appropriate secondary facilities provided , Utah Lake , with its
location in respect to the population and its season of use , will offer recreational
potential unequaled at any other nearby area.

Summary of recommendations
The foregoing is an explanation of the solutions and recommendations
necessary to solve or otherwise control the four problems under consideration
and to improve the overall recreation potential of Utah Lake . In summary they
are:
1.

Boa t harbors must be dredged.

2 . Boa t slips , docks and ramps must float or be otherwise designed
to be usable a t all water levels .

3 . A minimum water drawdown level should be established.
4.

The Goshen Bay dike should be re-located to incorporate more
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prime fish area.
5. New fish spawning and feeding gro unds should be established .
6. Marsh areas should be preserved for waterfowl.
7 . Beach areas should be properly dredged and sanded to be usable a t
varying water le ve ls.
8 . More studies should be conducted to determine chemical controls necessary.
9.

Contaminated inflow from springs should be isolated from the lake proper.

10 . More complete methods of contour farming should be practiced around
the lake .
11.

All livestock feed yards and other contaminated ar eas should be diked

or terraced to reduce water runoff to the lake.
12 . The carp and other non- game fish should be removed from the lake.
13. Bottom type vegetation should be established to stabili ze the bottom
material.
14.

Provide for boating, fishing , and hunting on a primary basis to

capitali ze on the lake's major attractions .
15.

Power boating , sailboating, rowboating , etc. should be provided a t

separate shoreline locations.
16 . Provide picnic , camp and beach areas on a secondary basis to
supplement the major activitie s on the lake.
17. Special interest areas should be created to increase boater
interest a t the la ke .
18 . Saratoga a musement park should improve its harbor facilities
to accommodate potential lake traffic to the site.
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SELECTING LOCATIONS FOR RECREATIONAL DEVELOPME NT

By following the foregoing solutions and recommendations to eliminate
or otherwise control the four problems discussed, the recreational potential
of utah Lake will be greatly enhanced.

Once these solutions have been initiated

the next step becomes the selection of proposed recreation sites . The procedure
for selecting these sites is determined by the physical characteristics of the
location and/or upon the preference of the intended users.

Different locations

provide specific types of potential recreation sites because of a variety of inherent characteristics.

The proper evaluation of these two factors and the

resultant selection of a particular location is most critical to the overall
success of the intended development.

Figure 12, with overlay A, illustrates

the physical characteristics and user preference locations of Utah Lake by
s howing deep areas, shoreline features, major access roads , points of
access to the water, the concentration of population around the lake and
various other characteristics.

The remaining two overlays indicate first

(overlay B), the areas of the lake proposed for uses and secondly (overlay
C) recommended shoreline locations for recreational development. The
following text explains the decisions illustrated in overlays Band C.

Overlay B
Overlay B indicates the recommended areas for hunting , fishing,
pleasure boating and the area that will eventually be located behind the proposed Goshen and Provo Bay dikes .
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The areas behind the two proposed dikes provide excellent fishing ,
hunting and boating opportunities and until the dikes are installed, will continue to do so.

However, because the proposed dikes will render these areas

unusable, no recreational developments are recommended.
Waterfowl habitat and hunting areas . The selection of the areas to be
preserved for waterfowl habitat and resultant hunting, was determined by the
marshy characteristics of these areas which provide a natural attraction for
waterfowl because of the existing food and cover.

Since the proposed dikes

will result in eventual draining or otherwise destroying of the major existing
marsh areas of the lake, the locations indicated are in part new waterfowl
sites.

Shallow water and march vegetation were the major physical character-

istics considered in these selections.

User preference areas for hunting are

very closely associated with physical characteristics.

The physical character-

istics attract the waterfowl and they in turn attract the hunters.
A.

Hunting area A. This area is Powell Slough and represents one of

the four existing major waterfowl areas of the lake. It is selected to be maintained for that purpose because of its high hunting potential and this established
use.
B.

Hunting area B.

lost by the proposed dikes.

This area is proposed to partially replace the areas
It is selected because it is close to both the Provo

and Goshen Bays, it has existing slough characteristics and it is shallow for
several hundred yards offshore which lends to its enlargement and improvement as a waterfowl area. Also, this portion of the lake's shoreline is
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mainly agricultural land which contributes further to a waterfowl and hunting
area.
C.

Hunting area C.

The northern portion of this proposed waterfowl

location comprises the Saratoga area, another one of the four existing major
waterfowl sites of the lake.

The area indicated calls for considerable enlarge-

ment of the existing slough.

This area was selected because of its established

use and for its potential for enlargement and improvement due to its shallow
offshore nature.

It also serves to distribute hunting around the lake .

Fishing areas.

As with hunting , the recommended areas for fishing are

selected primarily by physical characteristics also.

The most important physical

characteristic in selecting fishing locations are tributaries and bottom types
which provide natural feeding and spawning grounds.

User preference areas

are determined by the quality of the fishing and are therefore inseparable from
physical characteristics.

It is only natural that anglers will congregate where

the fishing is most successful.
Some of the existing preferred fishing areas will be destroyed by the
proposed Goshen Bay dike.
illustrated in overlay A.

others can be saved by the proposed dike alteration

For the fishing areas to be destroyed regardless of

the dike alteration, a replacement site has been selected.
All of the lake areas indicated for fishing are to be off limits for power
boats. The motor limit within these areas should not exceed 12 horse power.
A.
River inlet.

Fishing area D.

The area indicated here represents the Provo

This river is the major tributary to Utah Lake and provides
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ex cellent spawning conditions a nd prime fish habitat in clear water . An existing
jetty at this site extends the river bank to include over 2000 yards of bank fishing
space to the river proper. Aside from the physical characteristics lending to this
activity , the site leads all others in user preference . This is mainly due to its
close proximity to Provo City, the ma jor popula tion center near the lake, and the
superior conditions for fishing from the bank.
B.

Fishing area E.

This area is one of the few existing locations on the

lake that provides prime spawning and fe eding grounds for fish.
bottom type provides these conditions.

The existing

Because of the prime fis bing around the

island, this area provides the greatest potential on the lake for boat fishing.
This area is one that can be saved by the proposed Goshen Bay dike alternation
mentioned earlier. Such an alteration would pre serve more of this preferred
bottom type for boat fishing and also provide more prime shoreline area for
the bank fisherman .
C.

Fishing area F.

This location is proposed for fishing to replace

the existing area adjacent to the knolls that will be destroyed as a result of
the proposed Goshen Bay dike.

This particular location was selected because

it is located close to the knolls area , the bottom drops off rapidly from shore

and it has a bottom type conducive to fish habitat.

Because of these physical

characteristics, this area can easily be altered and developed into a prime
fishing grounds by carrying out the artificial steps mentioned earlier.
Recreational boating areas. In selecting this area (area G), water
depth was given primary consideration. Because of the lake's history of
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fl u<:~n::tt ion

ing.

and its shallow nature the deepest areas are most preferred for boat-

The deeper areas will accommodate boating even during water drawdown

periods . Area G provides deep water , it excludes fishing and hunting areas ,
already indicated to be off limits for pleasure boats and it is conveniently
accessible to preferred shoreline areas which will b e covered under the discussion
for overlay C.

Overlay C
Overlay C designates recommended locations for recreational development.

The sites are designated as prim ar y, secondary and tertiary develop-

ments depending upon their intended use .
Primary locations.

The primary locations recommended for recreational

development are boating facility sites . Within these facilities will be suplementary
accommodations for picnicking, camping , swimming, etc.
The physical characteristics of the shoreline play a major role in the
selection of these sites . The locations selected should provide a suitable place
for docking boats and still be close to offshore boating areas . Since the shoreline of Utah Lake is regular throughout, the existing vegetation becomes a
determining factor in selection.

The justification for considering existing

vegetation is that these areas can be developed immediately and provide the
necessary shade and aesthetic qualities for the development of the marina and
its supplementary facilities.

As the need arises , more marina sites can be

developed and improved by planting trees and shrubs at other desired locations.
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Boat harbor area selection crite ria must also include user preference.
A study of the locations of current boating facilities provides a good indication
of boater preference.

The areas currently used for boat docking are located

on the north and east shoreline.

These pre ference areas are closely associated

with physical characteristics but are primarily selected because of the population
proximity to these sites and the convenience of major access roads .
a.

Provo City Harbor . This location is selected to be the largest develop-

ment site on the lake with its primary function to accommodate power boats.

The

supplementary accommodations should include picnicking, camping and swimming.
The major reason for selecting this site for a major development is user
preference. As the overlays of Figure 12 indicate, there is a definite overlapping
of activities at this site , such as , fishing, boating and nearby waterfowl areas.
Also, this site is directly three miles west on Center Street of Provo City on
good two-lane pavement with easy access from Interstate Highway 15 and
conveniently located near the major concentration of the counties population.
The decision to accommodate powerboats, as opposed to another type ,
is also due to user preference.

With powerboats in Utah far exceeding any

other type, this location thus provides the most accessible site to accommodate
the predominant type of boating activity .
The physical characteristics of this site are also conducive to a boating
facility.

There are shade trees, a lawn area and a slow moving river which

adds aesthetic appeal.

Each of these cha r acteristics contribute to both the

boating facility and the supj.Jlem entary activi ties.
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B.

American Fork Harbor . This location is selected for boating because

of the vegetation that exists there a nd t he accessibilizy of t he site from the American
Fork interchange off Interstate 15.

The decision to accommodate sailboats at this

location is primarily a matter of user preferenc e since the physical characteristics
provide little more for sailboats than any other ,zype of boats . The b<J.sic explanation
is the desire to separate the different zypes of boating activizy , and this site has at
least one qualizy conducive to sailboating. That is , its location and adjacent s horeline provides over 180 degrees of water from a potentia l harbor area.
novic e sailor this could be a valuahle qualizy.

To the

Also, by its location on the north

end of the lake, near Interstate 15, it provides the quickest access for the expected large number of sailboats from the Salt Lake Cizy area.

The suplementary

accommodations at this site should include picnicking and camping.
C.

Lehi Harbor . This boating site was selected for reasons similar

to thos e already discussed.

That is , the ex isting vegetation and its accessibilizy

from Lehi and the Interstate 15 interchange located there.

The decision for

powerboats is to provide another facilizy for the l arge number of these boats
using the lake and a l so to provide one s uc h facilizy at the north e nd of the lake ,
removed from Provo Cizy Harbor.

The supplementary accommodations should ,

likewis e, include picnicking and camping facilities.
D.

Saratoga Resort and Amusement Park.

course, an existing facilizy.

This development is , of

The decision to provide additional boating

accommodations here is due to the establis hed use of the site.

The zype

of boating available here will be paddle boats and row boats , since they are
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especially compatable with the resort and amusement park atmosphere.

Also ,

this location will provide these manua l operated boats sufficient water without
interference to the major boating area of the lake . As already mentioned , this
site will also provide docking faciliti es to accommodate boate r traffic to the
site from other shoreline

developm ent~.

The warm springs loca ted adjacent to Saratoga Resort should also be
preserved.

The recreational potential these springs provide has not been

determined but the preservation of this area for their study and development
is the purpose intended by this recommendation.
E.

Proposed island area.

This proposed island is recommended to

partially provide the special boating interes t areas mentioned earlier . The
location was selected because it provides both deep water and e qual accessibility
from all proposed boating facilities .
Secondary locations . The secondary locations include the enroute campground site and the fishing locations.

The attraction for fishing at Utah Lake

is second only to boating, therefore, their secondary classification.

Two of

the fishing locations (Lincoln and Pelican Points) are so situated to accommodate
adjacent hunting areas too.
The major fishing locations on Utah Lake is the Provo River inlet located
at Provo City Harbor.

This harbor is a primary location for development because

of the overlapping of activities there and the user preference for the site . These
conditions and the physical characteristics which attract the fisherman here have
b een discussed previously .
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A.

Lincoln Point fishing and hunting.

This site was selected primarily

because of its easy accessibility via existing roads a nd because of its proximity
to both offshore fishing waters and nearby hunting areas B. The primary function
of this site is to accommodate the preferred offshore fishing adjacent to this
location and around Bird Island.

Launch ramps s hould be provided for both the

boat fisherman and the hunters.

Shoreline piers are a lso recommended for the

bank fishermen.
B.

Pelican Point fishing and hunting.

This location was selected because

it is situated where the proposed parking area and the launch ramp can accommodate
both the adjacent fishing and hunting areas .

With the previous area, fishing piers

are recommended to accommodate the shoreline fisherman.
C.

Goshen Bay fishing area.

This location is selected to provide another

visitor access point to this proposed fishing area.

The facilities recommended are

similar to the other fishing locations already mentioned.
D.

Enroute campground.

mainly due to it's location.

This site is selected for an enroute campground

Interstate 15 passes closer to this spot than any

other shoreline location on Utah Lake.

The Orem interchange also provides access

to this site . These two characteristics combine to provide the potential enroute
camper a quick and convenient location for an overnight stop.
The physical characteristics of the site are also conducive to camping.
The site provides numerous shade trees , water and is situated atop a 15 foot
bench overlooking the lake.
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Tertiary locations . The tertiary locations include those sites selected

to accommodate hunting only. Since the annual hunting season is only a little
over two months long with the major hunting activity occurring during the first
two weeks of the season, these sites will be lowest in visitor use . Each of the
proposed locations, Provo Bay hunting, Powell Slough hunting and Saratoga hunting are situated to provide additional access to the adjacent marsh areas for
the hunter.

Each are located near existing roads and removed from other access

points already discussed to distribute the hunters around the area.

The facilities

within these sites should be minimal and include parking areas and a launch ramp
for boats.

A CASE STUDY
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A CASE STUDY

Provo City Harbor
Now that the different recreational use areas have been indicated , it
seems appropriate to go one step further to illustrate the planning and rationale
necessary in selecting specific r ecreational locations within an individual node
of activity.

The site selected for this case study is Provo City Harbor because

of its preferred use and its potential for fishing, boating and supplementary
accommodations.
As already mentioned , Provo City Harbor is now being developed by
the Utah State Parks and Recreation Commission. This thesis is purely
academic and in no way an attempt to prove or disprove their design decisions.
For the purpose of this study it will be assumed that no recreation development
exists at Provo Harbor and only the land form and topography are as they really
are.

In this way the planning decisions can be approached in a more realistic

manner and this section of the thesis be truly a case study that could be referred to as a guide for any shoreline location.
One of the first steps necessary in planning a recreational area is to
determine the specific accommodations to be provided. As has been established,
pl easure boating and fishing will be provided here on a primary basis . These
facilities will be supplemented by a picnic area.

Because of the potential growth

of Provo Harbor it is also decided tha t other supplementary facilities should be
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provided. It is expected that at som e time in the future swimming will be p er mitted and a small campground will be ne eded and s hould therefore be planned
for at this point a nd the recommended ar eas set aside for that purpose .
After the intended accommodations have been decided upon , the next
step is to study the us er relationships between the proposed activities . The
user relationships refer to the traffic and interaction between intended uses
and how they relate to each other regardless of the land form they will eventua lly
be placed upon (Figure 13).

There are stronger relationships between some

recreational uses than there are others which should influence site selection.
This figure simply illustrates by arrows and circles these relationships.
The next step is to place these intended uses on the site and adjust
them to the topography without destroying their relationships (Figure 14).
At this point it becomes obvious that there are different locations where a
particular facility can be located and still maintain the proper relationships
between adjacent areas.

For example , in Figure 15, the marina and swimming

areas c ould eas ily be interchanged and in no way lessen the use relationships
of the site. Therefore other factors must be considered that will help determine the proper location for each activity within the overall development.
such £o·1ctor is desii·ecl circulation.

One

The logica l e ntry locations and desired

paths of movement through the site may dictate the location of a particular
facility.

Another factor is the use itself and the type of movement and activity

that goes on there.

Figure 15 illustrates the desired circulation path of this

site and the different activity areas in their intended shapes. The following
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is a written analysis of how the various fa ctors were considered in the selections
that were made.
Marina area. The major activity at this development will be the marina
area.

By placing it as indicated on Figure 15, it is conveniently located to have

the main entry roads leading directly to this main facility . By this arrangement ,
the large number of cars and trailers visiting the site can be quickly directed to
this facility without excessive travel through the development.

Any other location

would neces s itate the boater traffic cutting through the central portion of the site
for both circulation and parking.
Much of the space indicated for the marina appears on the map as water.
Actually it is a very marshy area with little intrinsic value.

By placing a bulk-

head at or near the water's edge, it will be possible to make a clear separation
as well as the overall site.

By dredging in front of the bulkhead it will deepen

the water there and provide fill that will upgrade the land behind the wall.

The

marina area requires a large area for parking boat trailers and therefore ,
the proposed bulkhead should be so located to provide the necessary space for
all the marina needs without using existing land .
Fishing area.

The popularity of fishing at Provo Harbor is second

only to pleasure boating.

The selection of the fishing area provides the

fisherman access to the prime fishing spot of Utah Lake.

From this location

the fisherman can bank fish directly in the Provo River or from several
hundred yards out into the lake adjacent to the inflowing water.
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Since the traffic for fishing will a lso be heavy , a main road is provided
directly to this facility.

By routing this traffic a long the south bank of the

river it will eliminate the cur r ently heavy movement of cars through the center
of the site.

This arrangement will al so prevent the sightseers from driving

directly into the fishing pier and thus provide the fisherman the seclusion he
prefers.

Also , this circulation arrangement will separate the traffic for the

two major activities before it actually enters the development.
Picnic area. Picnicking at Provo Harbor will be the major supplementary
activity.

In fact, because of the harbor location, in respect to the population ,

numerous people visit the site primarily to have a picnic.
The location selected for picnicking satisfies the user relationships
of the site well.

That is , there is a strong interaction of activity between

the marina area , swimming and picnicking. Visitors coming to the park
for the prime reason of using any one of these three activities will most
likely engage in one or both of the others before leaving.

This location also

situates the picnic area close to the park entrance and therefore, conveniently
located to permit visitors to select their picnic site and then move on to their
intended recreation.
The circulation arrangement also eliminates traffic through the picnic
area, greatly increasing the overall safety and aesthetic appeal of the site.
However, the proposed parking location still provides c los e access to the
picnic area.

For those that prefer to walk further, to provide themselves

more privacy , the opportunity is available.
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Swimming area.

The swimming a rea is selected for its location and

the shoreline around it.
Firstly, swimming is a prime spectator activity . This central
location provides the spectators , as well as the swimmers , convenient access
to the beach.
Secondly , the shoreline around the swimming area provides an excluded body of water for this secluded activity.
Camping area.
use.

The campgrounds a Provo Harbor will be the area of lowes t

For this reason, the area south of the river , removed from the major

activities, has been selected for camping.
and privacy from other activities.

Also, campers prefer seclusion

This area is well segregated both physically,

by the river , and visually, by vegetation.
Along with being segregated, the campground can be entered without
driving through the park.

This provides the camper further seclusion, dis-

courages unrelated traffic from touring through the campground , and yet
the campground is close enough to the other facilities that the camper can
easily use them.
Once these general areas have been dec ided upon and arranged in the
most proficient manner , the actual design of those areas is ready to begin.
Caution should be exercised to not assign a particular use to a certain area
that is not large enough to properly accommodate it.
A complete marina facility that would provide boat slips, maintainance
shops, boat storage, fuel station, commercial stores, club house, etc., should
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have a minimum of 250 boat slips and a la nd a rea of 25 acres (Briggs and
Rosenthal, 1961). Small-boat docks , whic h will meet the major demand on
Utah Lake, should have water area la rge enough to provide berths for 100
crafts.

Five acres of land is sufficient , since these installations have a

limited number of onshore structures.

For a single launching ramp, the

minimum area recommended for adequate parking is two acres (Briggs and
Rosenthal, 1961).
Areas for picnic grounds should also he large enough to accommodate
the picnic demand.

Since the picnic areas at Utah Lake are meant primarily

to supplement the boating and fishing activities, the demand for picnic space
will not be equal to an exclusive picnic area .
In general, individua l picnic units can be arranged with 10 e ight foot
tables per acre.

One stove should be provided for every three tables.

Group

picnic units are recommended to have four three-table clusters per acre .
If large groups are to be accommodated, one 10-table cluster per one-and-a-

half acres is desirabl e

(A Planning Guide, "no date").

The planning steps illustrated in the above case study are most critical
to the eventual success of any potential development.

Intended accommodations

should be carefully thought out and arranged to provide maximum use and enjoyment. If facilities are so arranged, with circulation patterns planned out in
advance, the adequate space provided for intended use, the overall character
and success of the development will be greatly enhanced.
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Table 1.

Common and scientific name s of fish found in Utah Lake during
1958-59a

Common name

Scientific name

Black bullhead

Ictalurus melas

Bluegill sunfish

Lepomis macrochirus

Carp

Cyprinus carpio

Channel catfish

Ictalurus punctatus

Cutthroat trout

Salmo clarki

Green sunfish

Lepomis cyanellus

Largemouth bass

Micropterus salmoides

Mosquito fish

Gambusia affinus

Mountain whitefish

Coregonus fecundus

Rainbow trout

Salmo gairdneri

Rosyside sucker

Catostomus ardens

Smallfin r cdside d shiner

Gila balteata

Utah chub

Gila atraria

Utah sucker

Catostomus fecundus

Walleye pike

Stizostedion vitreum

White bass

Roccus chrysops

Yellow perch

Perea flavescens

aLawler, 1960, p. 65 .
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Table 2.

Pleasure craft in the United States a

Year

Number of pleasure craft

1947

2,400,000

1960 (40 million people involved)

8,000,000

1985 (estimated)
aBriggs and Rosenthal, 1961, p. 1.

12,000,000
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Table 3.

Boat registrations in Utah a
1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Carbon
Daggett

27
232
243
165

43
296
333
329

67
315
328
323

1

1

67
393
389
375
10

89
445
424
383
32

99
571
440
393
25

105
551
502
400
41

114
598
528
429
43

93
624
520
424
46

Davis
Duchesne
Emery
Garfield
Grand

547
29
27
230
30

660
37
61
240
92

736
30
46
169
75

828
45
55
205
115

988
53
45
200
83

1145
59
58
208
89

1325
75
74
202
102

1547
75
73
199
105

1750
78
95
197
110

Iron
Juab
Kane
Millard
Morgan

193
43
51
47
26

203
43
62
63
25

219
52
56
60
18

234
56
52
65
23

244
70
70
64
28

263
62
75
68
37

264
70
75
67
38

295
80
88
81
41

274
76
91
90
46

Piute
Rich
Salt Lake
San Juan
Sanpete

12
40
3157

23
49
3779

22
43
4397
21
116

28
50
5030
26
127

30
54
5851
67
137

54
56
6616
82
159

49
74
7438
91
176

54
8055
84
180

Sevier
Summit
Tooele
Uintah
Utah

County

Wasatch
Washington
Wayne
Weber

14

79

94

297
54
83
40
1319

329
54
118
76
1620

329
59
114
64
1444

375
84
123
165
1642

395
81
157
249
1832

400
87
177
278
1937

423
79
202
296
2164

413
114
232
287
2539

404
115
255
276
2713

273
19

349
135
10
1107

336
124
13
1260

189
128
17
1492

378
142
26
1729

334
152
29
1908

388
171
34
2132

396
184
10
2444

415
191
43
2580

33

99

118

0

2

7

132
10

104
13

136
14

157
14

146
16
101

7

887

Airboats
Race boats
Exempt
Totals

3

22
35
3755
11
88

3
0

4

8164

Increase over
previous year
% of increase
Inboard
Outboard

10277 10327
2200
26.8

325

500

414
10114

9762

3. 3

72

11945 13699 15247

16985 19054 20298

1311 1776
1581
12.0 15.0 11.5
487
577
651
11323 13014 14727

1762 1942
11.5 11.5
933
1754
15989 17089

aUtah State Parks and Recreation Commission, 1968.

1216
6.4
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Table 4.

Boat launching permits sold at Provo City Harbor, March
through June 1966a

City

Season permits

Daily permits

Provo

115

271

Orem

78

165

Salt Lake City

45

824

Springville

46

47

Others

54

129

Totals
aProvo City Corporation, 1968.
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Table 5.

Utah residents visiting Provo City Harbor from 12 noon until
6 P.M. on July 4, 1966a

City

People

Cars

Provo

1, 889

521

Or em

593

245

Salt Lake City

431

104

Springville

203

57

Pleasant Grove

171

48

Spanish Fork

142

41

American Fork

82

25

Payson

42

12

Bountiful

33

7

Heber

22

5

Ogden

22

4

Lehi

20

7
6

Mapleton

17

Edgemont

16

3

Alpine

15

4

Granger

15

2

Nepbi

14

3

Draper

13

3

Kearns

13

3

Murray

12

3

Eureka

11

4

Logan

8

Salem

8

3

Midvale

6

3
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T able 5. Continued
City
Park City

People

Cars

6

2

Sunset

6

2

Birdseye

5

Clinton

5

Price

5

Brigham City

4

Lark

4

Long Spar

4

Richfield

4

Soldier Summit

4

Lake Shore

3

Lindon

3

Tooele

3

Albert

2

Cedar City

2

2

1

2

Dugway

2

1

Elberta

2

1

Garland

2

Goshen

2

Lake View

2

Sandy

2

St. George

2

West Jordan

2

Totals
aProvo City Corporation, 1968.

1,141

3,878
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Table 6.

Utah residents visiting Provo City Harbor from 12 noon until
6 P.M. on July 24, 1966a

City

People

Cars

Provo
Orem
Salt Lake City

1,014
692
233

397
208
65

Springville
Pleasant Grove
Spanish Fork

218
195
94

63
50
27

American Fork
Bountiful
Lehi

39
25
20

13
7

Sandy
Mapleton
Salem

17
16
13

6
4
6

Price
Ogden
Lindon

13
11
9

5
2
3

St. George
Magna
Santaquin

8
8
7

2
1
3

Dragerton
Kanosh
Kearns

5
5
4

Tooele
Murray
Payson

4
3
3

Wallsburg
Granger
Heber

3
2
2

1

Kaysville
Logan
Midvale

2
2
2

1
1

Monticello
T aylorsville
Tremonton

2
1
1

1
_1

Totals
aProvo City Corporation, 1968.

2,673

6

2
2

1

885
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Table 7.

Out of state cars and people visiting Provo City Ha rbor from 12
noon until 6 P.M. on July 4th a nd 24th , 1961 a

State

July 4, 1966
People
Cars

July 24, 1966
People
Cars

Alabama
Arizona
California

1
6
30

2
25
108

0
1
19

0
4
47

Canada
Colorado
Delaware

3
5
0

17
21
0

2
4
1

8
15
5

England
Florida
Hawaii

0
0

0
0
5

1
1
0

1
2
0

13
3

52
15
5

7
0
0

22
0
0

Iowa
Louisiana
Massachusetts

0
1
0

0
2
0

1
0

3
0
3

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

0
0
2

0
0
6

1
1
0

2

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

2
0
4

7
0
10

2
1
3

9
3
13

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

1
0

5
2
0

2

2
3
6

North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma

0
1
0

0
5
0

Oregon
Pennsy 1vania
Tennessee

0

2
0

4
0
2

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

2
2

0

1
6
4

0

0
4
0

Texas
Virginia
Washington

3
1

5

2
2
17

7
6
1

Wyoming

4

12

2

7

87

324

64

187

Totals

aProvo City Corporation, 1968.
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Table 8.

Monthly fisherman hours on Utah Lake in 1959a

Month

Fisherman hours

April

26 , 000

May

79,000

June

62,000

July

26,000

Other months

84,000

aAndriano, 1968 , personal interview.

Table 9 .

Year

Fisherman s uccess on Utah Lake a

Number of fishermen sampled

Fish caught per hour (all spp.)

1958

417

0.61

1959

522

0.79

a Andriano, 1968, personal interview.
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Ta ble 10.

Analysis of Utah Lake water.
million of solutiona

Element or
compound

U.

s. Geol. Survey
Clarke, 1883

Results stated in parts per

Bureau of Soils
Cameron 1899
Brown 1903

Ca

55.8

67.6

80.0

Mg

18.6

13.8

92.0

Na

17 .7

233.7

247.0

?

K

?

30.0

so4

130.6

236.7

365.0

C1

12.4

316.7

336.0

HC0

266.0

3

co3

60.9

Si0

10.0

3

Totals

306.0

a Cameron, 1905, p. 113.

23.7

892 .0

1416. 0

Table 11.

Chemical analysis of thermal springs within Utah Lake.

R adicals
Calcium
Magnesium
Sodium
Potassium

Sample II
Above
Crater Spring
April 23

Sample IV
Lincoln
Beach Spring
April 27

Reported in parts per million.

Sample V
Crater Spring
Station
April 6

Sample VI
Lincoln Spring
Station
April 27

a

Sample VII
Saratoga
Spring
April 23

122. 35

95.49

187. 25

516.96

47.02

40. 08

54.50

135.6

34

249.3

221.71

932.1

273

38.4

42.13

212 . 8
37.92

148

A1 0 Fe o .
2 3
2 3
Chlorine

10.4

7.4

21. 1

290.62

388 . 88

347 . 69

1 , 273 .15

361

Sulfate

349.50

322 . 03

455.51

1,582.86

388

12. 12

7.03
322. 52

622.8

28 1

Carbonate
Bicarbonate
Si0

2
Manganese

203 .5

230.62

29.4

33.06

. 83

Nitrates

trace

Totals

1 ,316.46

aDe cker and Maw , 1933 , p. 36.

trace

9.7

trace

18

16 . 0

.92

.4
1, 442. 16

1 , 663 .03

5 , 089.47

1, 503

....
0
....
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Table 12.

Chemical analysis of Utah Lake water a
A

B

c

D

E

4.04

35.48

26.23

24.75

26.87

285

307

42.68

26.53

28.43

28.25

30.14

327

375

19.88

2.66

10.23

12.35

8.48

10

0

Li

• 06
5.81

Na

26.20

K
18.24

Ca

7.58

19.28

18 . 19

18. 34

199

186

2. 34

2.17

1. 75

33

13

6.25

5. 90

5. 34

108

60

6. 18

6. 85

47

61

2. 00

2.23

35

22

. 15

Sr.
Mg

6. 08

Si0

3.27

2
Total Alkali

1. 55

7.18

8.4
12 23

Dissolved Solids
Fe and Al Oxides

8

HC0

118

3
Caco Hard
3
Free C0

Salinity
a

400
16

2
306

892

1281

1165

1254

1113

bArnold , 1960, p. 95.
Given in ppm; all others (excpet salinity) given a s percentages.
A. By F. W. Clarke, U.S. G. S. Bulletin # 9 , 1884 , p. 20 .
B. By F. K. Cameron, 1899.
C. By B. E . Brown, 1903.
D. The mean of three analyses by A. Seidell , May , 1904.
E. By. B. E . Brown, August, 1904 .
F . By L. B. Decker and Charles E. Maw , April , 1933.
G. By N. E . Lachlan, Salt Lake City Chemist, Jordan pumphouse , 1940.
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Table 13.

Water chemistya of Utah Lake at three locations during January ,
196oe
c

6Cd

Compound or element

1Cb

Provo Harbor

Total solids

805

420

1310
1070

Fixed solids

680

320

Organic and volatile matter

125

100

240

caco & MgC0 hardness
3
3
Chlorides as Cl

388

268

456

152

48

312

Sulphates as SO

132

25

48

4

0.2

Iron as Fe
Manganese as Mn

nil

0. 1

0. 1
nil

nil
1.0

Silica as Si0
2
Nitrates and nitrites

1.0

1.0

1.7

0.4

0. 3

Fluorides as Fl

5.0

3. 0

5.0

H S
2
Total a lkalinity

nil

nil

nil

211

not sampled

189

Sodium as Na

160

52

320

Phosphates as PO
4

5

3

3

Aluminum

0.5

0.2

0.2

Potassium

22. 0

Ammonia as NH
pH

3

.4
8.5

10

30

0.12

0.13

8.0

8. 5

a Analyzed for the Utah Fish and Game Department by Peterson
bLaboratories, Salt Lake City.
Sample taken one mile east of Jordan River outlet.
~Sample taken in the lake just west of the boat harbor.
eSample taken 1 1/2 miles south of Lincoln Point, west of West Mountain.
Arnold, 1960 , p. 24.

Table 14 . The physical properties of Utah Lake a
Provo
April 23
Sample I

Compromise
point
April 23
Sample III

Lincoln
Beach
April 27
Sample IV

Crater
Springs
April6
Sample V

Lincoln
Springs
April 27
Sample VI

Temperature

56 F

59 F

60 F

139 F

84 F

Depth

6 Feet

3 Feet

8 Feet

75 Feet

Surface

pH

8.6

8.2

8.0

7. 1

6.4

Turbidity

300

340

260

Hardness

442

462

407

881

1783

none

none

none

none

6.3

Dissolved Oxygen

8.38

8.21

8. 06

Total Colloidal
Suspension

81.2

78.7

70.39

21. 1

16.0

Dissolved C0

2

aSample I from the vicinity of Provo is found to contain less dissolved solids than any part of the lake. Sample
III from the vicinity of Lehi is influenced by the large crater springs, although the sample was taken two miles
from the springs. Sample IV gives the general condition of the south end of Utah Lake . It contains considerable sodium chloride. Sample V gives the composition of water taken at a depth of 35 to 75 feet in the hot
crater springs near Saratoga. (Decker and Maw , 1933, p. 37)
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Table 15. Record of turbidity in utah Lake a
Location

Date

Turbidityb

Mouth of Provo River

July 9, 1929

3 feet

La ke 1/2 mile west of
mouth of Provo River

July 9, 1929

8 inches

Lake 3/4 mile north
west of Provo Ri ver

August 9 , 1929

6 inches

Provo Ri ver at the
l akes ide labor atory

September 17 , 1929

2 1/2 feet

Lake 1 mile west of
Provo River mouth

September 17 , 1929

1 foot

Lake 3/4 mile west of
Provo River mouth

September 20, 1930

6 inches

Lake 2 miles west of
Provo River mouth

October 4, 1930

8 inches

Lake, near Bird Island

October 4, 1930

1 1/2 foot

Lake, 3 miles west of
Provo River

October 28, 1930

6 inches

L ake, near mouth of
Provo River

November 28, 1930

3 feet

Lake, 1 mile west of
Provo River

May 1, 1931

8 inches

Lake, 1/2 mile west of
Provo River

May 17, 1931

6 inches

aTanner, 1931 , p . 200.
bThe turbidity was determined by lowering white plates into the water and
recording the depth a t which they disappeared.
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T a ble 16.

Turbidity in ppm of Si0 equi valents of Utah Lake and its
2
tributaries , 1959a

Date

Location

ppm

Wind velocity
and direction (mph)

August 10

Control No . 3

35.0

none

12

Control No. 5

18.0

east wind ( 10)

12

Middle of the lake

38.0

east wind (10)

12

Control No . 4

13 . 0

none

24

Control No. 2

7.5

none

24

Skipper Bay

9. 0

none

31

Provo River mouth

43.0

northwest wind (30)

31

Saratoga Bay

45.0

northwest wind (30)

31

Control No. 1

45.0

northeast wind (20)

16

Spring Creek

13.3

none

16

Battle Creek

19.0

none

Sept.

a Lawler, 1960 , p. 6.
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